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1 Zusammenfassung 

In dieser Dissertation werden bakterielle Dodecine aus zwei Gesichtspunkten heraus diskutiert, 

erstens die biologische Rolle von bakteriellen Dodecinen als Homöostasefaktoren für Flavine 

und zweitens die Nutzung von bakteriellen Dodecinen als Trägermaterial von biologisch 

aktivem Material, wie z.B. Antigene. 

Zur Biologischen Funktion von Dodecinen 

Überleben und Wachstum von Zellen basiert auf einem fein ausbalancierten Zusammenspiel 

von Substraten, Kofaktoren und Enzymen, welche alle kontinuierlich neu aufgenommen, 

aufgebaut und abgebaut werden müssen. Hier haben reaktive Kofaktoren einen besonderen 

Stellenwert, da sie in ausreichender Menge für verschiedene Enzyme zur Verfügung stehen 

müssen, aber ein Überschuss ungewünschte Reaktionen in der Zelle katalysieren kann. Zu 

dieser Gruppe von Kofaktoren gehört die Stoffklasse der Flavine, welche nahezu in allen 

Bereichen der Zelle von Enzymen genutzt werden, um verschiedenste Reaktionen zu 

katalysieren und somit unverzichtbar für das zelluläre Überleben sind. 

Flavine sind reaktive Verbindungen, die mit ihrem aromatischen Ringsystem ein oder zwei 

Elektronen übertragen können und somit an diversen Redox-Reaktionen als Kofaktoren in der 

Zelle beteiligt sind. Neben einfachen Redox-Reaktionen sind sie aber auch in Prozesse wie 

DNA-Reparatur, Apoptose und Proteinfaltung involviert. Die hohe Reaktivität und 

Vielfältigkeit von Flavinen basiert auf ihrem heteroaromatischen Ringsystem, genannt 

Isoalloxazin. Ihre hohe Reaktivität kann jedoch dafür sorgen, dass reaktive Sauerstoff- oder 

Stickstoffspezies im Zytosol entstehen, was bedingt, dass die Menge von freien Flavinen und 

nicht mehr gebrauchten Flavoenzymen niedrig gehalten werden muss. Jedoch muss anderseits 

die Menge an freien Flavinen groß genug sein, um den Bedarf der Flavoenzyme zu befriedigen. 

Die biologisch relevanten Flavine sind Riboflavin (RbF), Flavinmononukleotid (FMN) und 

Flavin-Adenin-Dinukleotid (FAD), wobei die beiden letzteren als Kofaktor fungieren und RbF 

als deren Synthesebaustein dient. 

Menschen und andere Tiere können RbF nicht synthetisieren und müssen dieses über die 

Nahrung aufnehmen und spezielle RbF-Bindeproteine sorgen dafür das RbF gespeichert und 

transportiert werden kann. Im Gegensatz dazu können viele Bakterien und Archaeen RbF 

synthetisieren. Flavinarme Lebensräume sind für Bakterien und Archaeen daher nicht 

problematisch, aber dafür muss von diesen Organsimen die mehrstufige Synthese von RbF 
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kontrolliert werden, um die Versorgung zu sichern, aber gleichzeitig keinen Überschuss zu 

erzeugen. Ein Schlüsselelement zur Kontrolle der RbF-Synthese ist die Konzentration von 

freien FMN, welches durch Binden an einen Riboswitch, ein regulatorisches RNA-Element, 

die Translation von Proteinen der RbF-Synthese stoppt. Obwohl Bakterien und Archaeen nicht 

auf externes Flavin angewiesen sind, besitzen manche Spezies Methoden Flavine aus der 

Umgebung aufzunehmen, was zeigt, dass es für Organsimen günstig ist, wenn möglich, die 

RbF-Synthese zu umgehen, da es ihnen erlaubt ihre Ressourcen anderweitig zu nutzen. 

Alternative Flavinquellen können daher als förderlich angesehen werden, besonders wenn 

Ressourcen knapp sind. Eine Mögliche alternative Quelle wären Flavinspeicherproteine, 

welche bei überschüssigen Ressourcenaufkommen beladen werden, um unter Mangel oder 

hohen Bedarf diese wieder abzugeben. 

Das Dodecin des Archaeon Halobacterium salinarum (HsDod) wird als ein solcher RbF-

Speicher betrachtet. HsDod war das erste untersuchte Dodecin und damit der Namensvater der 

Dodecin-Proteinfamilie. Zwölf HsDod Monomere bilden einen kugelförmigen Komplex, 

fortan Dodecamer (Zwölfmer) genannt, welcher in der Lage ist zwölf Flavinmoleküle zu 

binden. Der Name Dodecin setzt sich aus „Dodec“ von Dodecamer und „in“ von Flavin 

zusammen. Besonders hierbei ist, dass Dodecine nur etwa 70 Aminosäuren lang sind, was sie 

zu den kleinesten bekannten Flavoproteinen macht und dadurch, dass praktisch ein 

Flavinmolekül pro Monomer (Zwölf pro Dodecamer) gebunden wird, zählen sie auch zu den 

effizientesten Flavinbindern. Die hohe Flavinbindeeffizienz wird durch die einzigartige 

Bindetasche von Dodecinen ermöglicht, in welcher zwei Flavinmoleküle zwischen zwei 

Tryptophanseitenketten einklemmt werden. Stabilisiert wird diese Tryptophan-Flavin Tetrade 

durch π-Stapeleffekte zwischen den Tryptophanseitenketten und den Isoalloxazinringsystemen 

der Flavine. Aufgrund dieses Effektes bindet HsDod RbF mit hoher Affinität, bzw. die 

Dissoziationskonstante liegt im zweistelligen nanomolaren Bereich. Der Bindemodus von 

Flavinen in Dodecin verhindert auch, dass Flavine ungewollte Reaktionen eingehen, da die 

reaktiven Positionen des Isoalloxazinringsystems vom Zytosol abgeschirmt sind – gebundene 

Flavine sind damit unschädlich gemacht. Zusätzlich verhindert die Bindung von Flavinen zu 

Dodecin die photoinduzierte Degradierung oder andere photoinduzierte Reaktionen der 

Flavine, da durch Dodecine der angeregte Zustand schnell wieder in den Grundzustand 

überführt wird. HsDod ist damit ein idealer RbF-Speicher, es besitzt hohe Affinität zu RbF und 

sorgt dafür, dass das gebundene RbF keine Reaktionen eingehen kann  
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Obwohl alle untersuchten bakteriellen Dodecine bis auf eines hohe Ähnlichkeit zu HsDod 

haben, sie formen Dodecamere und binden Flavindimere, zeigten genauere Untersuchungen, 

dass die bakteriellen Dodecine generell niedrigere Affinitäten zu Flavinen haben und FMN 

anstatt RbF als Ligand präferieren. Damit können bakterielle Dodecine nicht als RbF-Speicher 

fungieren und die insgesamt niedrigeren Affinitäten zu Flavinen stellen die Rolle als 

Flavinspeicher überhaupt in Frage. Dazu, anders als bei Archaeen, bei denen Dodecine fast 

ausschließlich in der Klasse der Halobacteria vorkommen, sind bakterielle Dodecine weit 

verbreitet und Dodecin-kodierende Gene liegen auch in Pathogenen, wie z.B. Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis und Pseudomonas aeruginosa, vor. Folglich stellt sich die Frage, was bakterielle 

Dodecine für eine biologische Rolle haben und ob das Verständnis dieser genutzt werden 

könnte, um Infektionen von z.B. M. tuberculosis zu bekämpfen. 

In dieser Arbeit wurden die Dodecine von M. tuberculosis (MtDod), Streptomyces coelicolor 

(ScDod) und Streptomyces davaonensis (SdDod) untersucht, um der Aufklärung der 

biologischen Rolle von bakteriellen Dodecinen ein Stück näher zu kommen. Kinetische 

Messungen der Flavinbindung von MtDod ergaben, dass die Dodecinbindetasche in zwei 

verschiedenen Schritten gefüllt wird, für die dann ein kinetisches Modell erstellt und durch 

experimentelle Daten verifiziert wurde. Die Analyse mit dem zweistufigen Modell zeigte, dass 

die einzigartige Bindungstasche von Dodecinen es ihnen ermöglicht, überschüssige Mengen 

an Flavinen zu binden, während bei niedrigen Flavinkonzentrationen Flavin freigesetzt und nur 

schwach gebunden wird. Diese Funktion der Flavinpufferung verhindert die Anreicherung von 

frei oxidierten Flavinen und trägt daher dazu bei, das Redoxgleichgewicht der Zelle 

aufrechtzuerhalten, und verhindert mögliche Zellschäden, die durch zu hohe Konzentrationen 

von freien Flavine verursacht würden. Um weitere Einblicke in die Rolle von bakteriellen 

Dodecinen zu erhalten, wurde die Auswirkung des Ausschaltens des Dodecin-kodierenden 

Gens in S. davaonensis analysiert. Der Knockout-Stamm zeigte erhöhte Konzentrationen 

verschiedener stressbedingter Metaboliten, was darauf hinweist, dass ohne Dodecin das 

Zellgleichgewicht gestört ist, was die Rolle von Dodecinen als Flavin-Homöostasefaktor 

unterstützt. 

Mit einer selbst entwickelten Affinitätsmessmethode, die auf der temperaturabhängigen 

Dissoziation des Dodecin:Flavin-Komplexes basiert und ein paralleles Screening mehrerer 

Bedingungen ermöglicht, konnte gezeigt werden, dass MtDod, ScDod und SdDod unter sauren 

Bedingungen eine viel höhere Affinität zu FMN und FAD aufweisen. Unter diesen 

Bedingungen können die drei Dodecine als FMN-Speicher fungieren. M. tuberculosis trifft 
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während seines Infektionszyklus beim Menschen auf mehrere saure Umgebungen und kann 

zum Schutz einen Ruhezustand annehmen, welcher auch als Dormanzphase bezeichnet wird. 

Während dem Erwachen aus dem Ruhezustand könnte ein Flavinspeicher vorteilhaft sein, da 

er es erlaubt, dass Ressourcen von der Flavinsynthese auf andere Prozesse umverteilt werden. 

Für einige Streptomyces-Arten wurde berichtet, dass die gebildeten Sporen leicht sauer sind 

und daher ScDod und SdDod als Flavinspeicher für die Sporen fungieren könnten. Weitere 

Details zum Flavinbindungsmechanismus von MtDod wurden durch eine Mutagenesestudie 

enthüllt, in der die Bedeutung des Histidinrests an der vierten Position der Proteinsequenz für 

die Flavinbindung identifiziert wurde. Entgegen den Erwartungen scheint dieser Rest jedoch 

nur teilweise an der pH-bezogenen Affinitätsveränderung beteiligt zu sein. 

Die in dieser Arbeit aufgeführten Daten zeigen, dass bakterielle Dodecine wahrscheinlich als 

Flavin-Homöostasefaktoren fungieren, die insgesamt höhere Mengen an Flavin in der Zelle 

ermöglichen, ohne das zelluläre Gleichgewicht zu stören. Ferner legt der berichtete 

säureabhängige Anstieg der Bindungsaffinität nahe, dass bakterielle Dodecine unter 

bestimmten Bedingungen auch als Flavinspeichersystem fungieren können. 

 

Anwendung des Dodecins von M. tuberculosis 

Auf dem Gebiet der angewandten Biotechnologie sind Träger-/Gerüstproteine von 

zunehmendem Interesse, da mit diesen die Eigenschaften gebundener Enzyme oder anderer 

bioaktiver Verbindungen, wie z.B. von Antigenen, verbessert werden können. Mögliche 

Anwendungen sind die Schaffung künstlicher Multienzym-Anordnungen, die darauf abzielen, 

den Substrat-/Zwischenproduktfluss der katalysierten Reaktionskaskaden zu verändern, oder 

das Design neuer Impfstoffe durch Verwendung von Trägern zur Präsentation von Antigenen 

und zur Verbesserung ihrer Immunität. Abhängig von der Anwendung ist es wichtig, dass das 

verwendete Träger-/Gerüstprotein stabile und definierte Nanopartikel bildet, wie z.B. in der 

Rolle als Antigen-Träger. Das Dodecamer von Dodecinen stellt ein solches Teilchen dar und 

könnte daher ein vielversprechender Träger-/Gerüstproteinkandidat sein, da frühere Berichte 

eine hohe thermische Stabilität von MtDod und des Dodecins von Thermus thermophilus 

(TtDod) zeigten. 
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In dieser Arbeit wurde die Stabilität von MtDod, ScDod SdDod und HsDod analysiert, um ein 

geeignetes Dodecin für die Verwendung als Träger-/Gerüstprotein zu finden. Daher wurde eine 

Methode zur einfachen Messung der Stabilität von Dodecinen entwickelt, die die Rückbindung 

von Flavinen, welche das intakte Dodecamer vorrausetzt, nach einer Erhitzungsphase mit 

schrittweise ansteigenden Temperaturen misst. Die Verwendung dieses Assays und das Testen 

der Stabilität gegen Detergenzien durch SDS-PAGE zeigten, dass das Dodecamer von MtDod 

eine ausgezeichnete Stabilität gegen eine Vielzahl von Bedingungen wie Temperaturen über 

95 °C, niedrigen pH-Wert und etwa 2% SDS besitzt. Durch Lösen der Kristallstruktur von 

ScDod und SdDod, wobei letzteres ein weniger stabiles Dodecamer bildet, in Kombination mit 

einer Mutagenesestudie, wurde die Bedeutung einer spezifischen Salzbrücke für die 

Dodecamer-Stabilität deutlich und könnte dafür hilfreich sein weitere hochstabile Dodecine zu 

finden. 

Zusätzlich zu der intrinsisch hohen Stabilität des MtDod-Dodecamers wurde auch die 

Robustheit der Faltung getestet, indem verschiedene MtDod-Fusionskonstrukte geplant und in 

Escherichia coli hergestellt wurden. Hier wurde gezeigt, dass MtDod die Anlagerung von 

Proteinen bis zum 4-fachen seiner eigenen Größe toleriert und dass beide Termini modifiziert 

werden können, ohne das Dodecamer merklich zu beeinflussen. Ferner wurde gezeigt, dass 

MtDod und viele MtDod-Fusionskonstrukte in hohen Ausbeuten über ein einfaches Protokoll 

gereinigt werden können, welches auf der Entfernung von E. coli-Proteinen durch 

Hitzedenaturierung und anschließender Zentrifugation basiert. In einer Fallstudie wurde durch 

Anhängen verschiedener Antigene an MtDod und Verwendung dieser MtDod-Antigen-

Konstrukte zur Herstellung von Antikörpern in Kaninchen gezeigt, dass MtDod immunogen 

ist und die gebundenen Antigene dem Immunsystem präsentiert. 

Die hier beschriebenen Eigenschaften von MtDod und in geringerem Maße von anderen 

bakteriellen Dodecinen zeigen, dass bakterielle Dodecine eine wertvolle Ergänzung für die 

Gruppe von Gerüst- und Trägerproteinen darstellen und ein großes Potenzial als Antigenträger 

haben. 
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2 Background 

The research area of dodecin proteins is relatively young with the first dodecin described in 

2003 by Bieger et al.[1] The first member of the dodecin family was isolated from the archaeon 

Halobacterium salinarum (H. salinarum) and identified as a flavin binding protein. The late 

discovery of this protein family would suggest that dodecins are restricted to a small group of 

organisms, like the class of Halobacteria, but surprisingly dodecins are rather common in the 

whole bacterial domain. Hence, the reason for its late discovery can rather be attributed to its 

small size of only about 70 amino acids, which makes the recognition as an actual gene difficult 

even when the sequence of the genome is available. For example, in Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis) the dodecin gene was noticed four years after the whole genome 

was annotated.[2,3] Furthermore, its purpose in bacteria is still elusive up to date. 

The archaeal dodecins are in principle similar to the avian riboflavin (RbF) binding protein, in 

the sense that both bind RbF,[4,5] but dodecins differ significantly in protein structure and in the 

mode of riboflavin binding, making the dodecin protein family in this sense unique.[1,6] Similar 

to the avian riboflavin binding protein, which functions as a RbF storage in eggs for the 

evolving embryo,[4] halobacterial dodecins are thought to bind and store RbF during phases of 

slow growth, which is then released under conditions that allow fast growth again.[7] This 

hypothesis is based on the sudden blooms of H. salinarum observed when specific conditions 

in salt lakes are met, while at unfavourable conditions, which can last years, H. salinarum has 

slow growth.[8,9] While plausible, it is still not clear how halobacterial dodecins actually switch 

between storage and release, since the dodecin of H. salinarum (HsDod) is constantly present 

in the cell,[7] whereas the avian RbF binding protein is degraded after a certain time during the 

embryonal development in the egg.[10–12] 

The dodecin protein family is not limited to archaea and dodecin encoding genes are ubiquitous 

spread among the different Phyla of bacteria. Despite this, so far, only the bacterial dodecins 

of Halorhodospira halophila (H. halophila; HhDod)[5,7], Thermus thermophilus (T. 

thermophilus; TtDod)[13] and M. tuberculosis (MtDod)[14] were characterized rudimentarily 

with a focus on structural aspects and basic ligand binding. While bacterial dodecins overall 

can be considered similar to HsDod, different amino acid residues are involved in flavin 

binding, leading to an altered arrangement of the bound flavins.[13,14] These variances compared 

to HsDod cause bacterial dodecins to have overall lower affinities towards flavins and also to 

preferably bind flavin mononucleotide (FMN), which is synthesized from RbF and functions 
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as a coenzyme. Because of these dissimilarities it is unlikely, that bacterial and archaeal 

dodecins fulfil the same biological role. Here, the biological role or biological function refers 

to the benefit for the organism gained by the production of the protein, while the function or 

molecular function of the protein itself refers to its action, for example the binding of flavins.  

For bacterial dodecins, which are not restricted to a single phylogenetic class, a similar 

correlation between biological function and an event in the life cycle, like for HsDod, cannot 

be made, simply because there is no obvious event shared by the entire spectrum of these 

species. Hence, the broad occurrence of the dodecin gene in bacteria suggests a more general 

biological role, which would be applicable to all dodecin-encoding organisms. An alternative 

explanation would be that each bacterial dodecin is utilized for a specific purpose and thereby 

indicating that dodecins have highly diverse biological roles. Due to the relative high sequence 

similarity of all bacterial dodecins, especially for the amino acid involved in flavin binding,[13] 

the second hypothesis sounds less probable. 

Both of these hypotheses represent rather extreme cases and in reality, it is more likely that 

there is a set of subgroups of dodecins each fulfilling a distinct biological role different to the 

other subgroups. Subgroup refers here to dodecins, which have different purposes and thereby 

to some degree different molecular functions, for example due to different affinities for the 

specific flavins. The archaeal dodecins can be seen as such a subgroup, since HsDod has higher 

affinity for smaller flavins, like RbF, compared to the so far studied bacterial dodecins. That 

archaeal dodecins are a subgroup is also supported by their evolutionary origin, as they were 

acquired by the ancestors of the Halobacteria class via horizontal gene transfer from 

bacteria,[15] which would explain their nearly exclusive presence in Halobacteria and distinct 

differences from the bacterial dodecins. 

Since bacterial dodecins are not restricted to extremophiles, their biological role must go 

beyond the assistance to overcome environmental changes, like suggested for HsDod.[7] 

Further, the presence of bacterial dodecins in pathogens, like Pseudomonas aeruginosa, M. 

tuberculosis and Ralstonia solanacearum (plant pathogen), indicates the importance of 

dodecins for their hosts. Disclosing the biological function of bacterial dodecins is of general 

interest to better understand microbial life, and might specifically help to combat diseases 

caused by pathogens encoding dodecin.  
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2.1 Flavins and their Role in Cells 

The biological role of bacterial dodecins is clearly related to flavins and therefore, the 

importance of bacterial dodecins can only be as important as flavins are. 

 

2.1.1 Flavins 

Flavins are heteroaromatic molecules that function as cofactors, or more precisely coenzymes, 

for a vast number of enzymes. The name flavin is based on the Latin word flavus meaning 

“yellow” and was chosen because watery solutions of flavins have a yellow colour. Their 

yellow colour originates from the 7,8-dimethylisoalloxazin ring system, which is the conserved 

moiety of all flavins. Different flavin species only vary in the modification of the N-10 position 

of the heterocyclic ring system and the chemical name of the respective attached moiety is part 

of the specific name of the flavin.[16] Biological relevant flavins are riboflavin (RbF, also called 

vitamin B2), FMN, also called riboflavin 5’-monophosphate, and flavin adenine dinucleotide 

(FAD) (Figure 1).[16] 

 

Figure 1: Structure of lumiflavin (LmF), RbF, FMN, FAD and lumichrome. 

While all flavins are similar in structure, mainly FMN and FAD are utilized as cofactors and 

RbF typically acts as their biosynthetic precursor.[17–19] LmF and other flavins with a small 

moiety at the N-10 position are only relevant as degradation products of the other flavins, for 

example induced by exposure to light (photodegradation).[20] Lumichrome, which is basically 
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the 7,8-dimethylisoalloxazin ring system alone, does not belong to the class of flavins, since 

the hydrogen at position N-10 allows tautomerization to the alloxazine form, which has 

different properties compared to the isoalloxazine form of “real” flavins (see Figure 1).[16] 

The isoalloxazine ring system can adopt two different redox and also protonation states, which 

enable catalysis of one or two electron transfer reactions.[18,21] During this process the 

isoalloxazine ring system can switch between different redox states, the oxidised form, the 

partly reduced form (semiquinone) and the fully reduced form (hydroquinone) (Figure 2).[18,21]  

 

Figure 2: Different redox states of the isoalloxazine ring system of flavins. 

Oxidised flavins have two distinct absorption maxima at about 375 nm and about 450 nm.[22,23] 

Upon reduction the absorption maxima are diminished and thereby flavin solutions lose their 

yellow colour (a pale yellow colour remains).[22,23] Flavins (oxidised) are also fluorescent and 

emit light at about 520 nm after excitation,[22,23] which is part of the cellular 

autofluorescence.[24] 

In general, FMN and FAD are the most prominent cellular flavins, of which the main amount 

is bound to proteins, while only a small fraction remains free in the cytosol.[25–29] The actual 

cellular amount and the relative share between FAD, FMN and RbF seem to be dependent on 

the organism and the growing conditions, which hinders general assumptions about the cellular 

flavin levels.[26,27,29] 

Other compounds closely related to flavins are roseoflavin, which is 8-dimethylamino-8-

demethyl-riboflavin, and coenzyme F420, which is a derivate of 7,8-didemethyl-8-hydroxy-5-

deazariboflavin (Figure 3).[30,31] 
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Figure 3: Structure of roseoflavin and coenzyme F420. 

Because of their altered aromatic systems, these compounds have different redox potentials 

compared to flavins,[32,33] and coenzyme F420, for example, is utilized in the methanogenesis 

due to its lower redox potential.[33] Roseoflavin does not function as a cofactor and has 

antimicrobial properties, as it interferes with the flavin biosynthesis and the function of 

flavoenzymes by replacing the cofactors FMN and FAD.[32,34] 

 

2.1.2 Biosynthesis 

Plants and many bacteria can produce RbF based on guanosine triphosphate (GTP) and 

ribulose-5-phosphate, while most animals (like humans) require to obtain enough RbF through 

their diet.[35,36] FMN and FAD can be synthesized based on RbF and ATP through the riboflavin 

kinase (produces FMN) and the FAD synthase.[35,37] The biosynthesis pathway of RbF, FMN 

and FAD was elucidated for E. coli and B. subtilis.[35,37] Via homology searches, the flavin 

biosynthesis can also be modelled in other organisms, and the respective flavin biosynthesis 

pathway, can be accessed via the online database BioCyc.[38]  
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Figure 4: Predicted flavin synthase pathway for M. tuberculosis based on gene homology. Molecules in the 
synthesis pathway: 1: GTP ; 2: 2,5-diamino-6-(5-phospho-D-ribosylamino)pyrimidin-4(3H)-one; 3: 5-amino-6-
(5'-phosphoribosylamino)uracil; 4: 5-amino-6-(5-phospho-D-ribosylamino)uracil; 5: 5-amino-6-(D-
ribitylamino)uracil; 6: D-ribulose-5-phosphate; 7: 1-deoxy-L-glycero-tetrulose 4-phosphate; 8: 6,7-dimethyl-8-
(1-D-ribityl)lumazine; 9: RbF; 10: FMN; 11: FAD. Enzymes involved in the reactions: I: Potential GTP-
cyclohydrolase II (Gene-ID: RV1415); II: Potential bifunctional diaminohydroxyphosphoribosylaminopyrimidin 
deaminase (Gene-ID: RV1409), potential bifunctional diaminohydroxyphosphoribosylaminopyrimidin deaminase 
(Gene-ID: RV2671); III: Potential bifunctional 5-amino-6-(5-phosphoribosylamino)uracil reductase (Gene-ID: 
RV1409), potential bifunctional 5-amino-6-(5-phosphoribosylamino)uracil reductase (Gene-ID: RV2671) IV: 
Unknown protein; V: Unknown 3,4-Dihydroxy-2-butanone-4-phosphat synthase ; VI: 6,7-dimethyl-8-
ribityllumazin synthase; VII: RbF synthase: α chain (Gene-ID: RV1412) and β chain (Gene-ID: RV1416); two 
molecules 8 react to molecule 5 and molecule 9. VIII: Potential bifunctional RbF kinase (Gene-ID: RV2786C) 
IX: Potential bifunctional FAD synthetase (Gene-ID: RV2786C). 

To ensure survival of the cells, the cellular flavin demand needs to be satisfied, while 

overproduction should be minimized to avoid wasting metabolic energy and accumulation of 

flavins, which can cause the formation of reactive oxygen species.[39,40] Therefore complex 

strategies evolved to control the cellular flavin levels.[40] Flavin biosynthesis is dominantly 

regulated by a FMN riboswitch (also called RFN-element), which inhibits the translation of the 

RbF biosynthesis related enzymes upon FMN binding, but also other proteins might be 

involved.[40–42] Since the flavin biosynthesis is controlled by the cellular FMN level, the 

inhibition of FMN and FAD production causes an overproduction of RbF.[41] In addition to its 

biosynthesis, some bacteria contain RbF transporter to allow the intake of extracellular 

RbF.[40,42]  
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2.1.3 Flavoenzymes and flavoproteins 

Flavoenzymes have a plethora of biological functions ranging from simple oxidation and 

reduction reactions to functions like DNA repair, light emission, oxygen activation, apoptosis 

and detoxification.[17–19,43] A reason for this versatility is that the redox potential of flavins can 

differ depending on the surrounding amino acids in the catalytic site. While free flavins have a 

redox potential of about −200 mV, the potential of bound flavins can vary from −400 mV to 

60 mV.[43,44] As the isoalloxazine ring system, especially the N5-position, is the active part of 

the flavin cofactor, it needs to be accessible for substrates in flavoenzymes.[43] Depending on 

how the flavin is bound either the Re-side or the Si-side (faces) of the isoalloxazine ring 

participates in the reaction, which can be used to classify flavoenzymes, but it is not an indicator 

for the specific reaction catalysed by the respective flavoenzyme.[43]  

Since the isoalloxazine ring system needs to be accessible and the redox potential optimised 

for catalysis, interactions between the N10-moiety and flavoenzymes are important for the 

binding of FMN and FAD, which allow more binding interactions than RbF.[18,19] On the 

example of Anabaena flavodoxin, it was shown that the ribityl chain itself of FMN has the 

lowest enthalpic contribution to cofactor-binding (about −1 kcal/mol), while the phosphate 

group (about −7 kcal/mol) as well as the isoalloxazine ring system (about −6 kcal/mol) are the 

major contributors.[45] The strong impact of the group attached to the ribityl chain was also 

shown for flavodoxin of Azotobacter vinelandii by analysing binding enthalpies, here FMN 

(about −28 kcal/mol) is the preferred ligand compared to FAD (about −17 kcal/mol) and 8-

carboxy-8-demethylriboflavin (about −14 kcal/mol).[46] Non-catalytic flavin binding proteins 

like the RbF-binding protein of chicken and reptiles found in their eggs, bind flavins by 

sandwiching them between two tryptophans utilizing π-system interactions.[6,47,48] The chicken 

RbF-binding protein is able to bind lumichrome (KD = ~93 nM), lumiflavin (KD = ~47 nM) and 

RbF (KD = ~1 nM), indicating that here the major contributor to binding are the interactions 

with the isoalloxazine ring system and the attached moiety at the N-10 position is used to 

distinguish between the different flavins.[47] The lower affinities measured for FMN 

(KD = ~1 µM) and FAD (KD > 14 µM) are likely caused by repulsion of the negatively charged 

phosphate groups of those flavins.[47] A similar way of discriminating between FMN and FAD 

was found for HsDod, where the flavins are bound via π-system interactions and FMN as a 

ligand is unfavoured by negative repulsion of the phosphate group (see Chapter 2.2.1).[1,5]  

These factors indicate, why RbF is not utilized as cofactor for flavoenzymes. Without the 

phosphate group of FMN and the adenine dinucleotide moiety of FAD a high enough binding 
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strength might not be possible without tight binding of the isoalloxazine ring system, which 

would block catalytic reactions. Also since typical cofactors stay bound during the catalytic 

cycle, binding modes relying highly on the aromatic ring system of flavins, could cause the 

loss of the reduced flavins, which is not the case for most flavoenzymes.[49] Because of the tight 

binding of flavins to flavoenzymes they are also sometimes referred to as prosthetic 

groups.[17,49,50] 

 

2.2 Flavin Binding and Structure of Dodecins 

Since dodecins have no catalytic activity, or at least so far none is known, their biological role 

relies on the formation of the dodecin-flavin complex itself. Therefore, different to enzymes 

where the generated product is the main benefit for the organism, dodecins molecular function 

itself causes the benefit. 

 

2.2.1 The Dodecin Protein Family 

In general, dodecins are small, about 70 amino acids long, dodecameric complex forming 

flavoproteins that have no known catalytic function.[5,7,13] The first studied protein of the 

dodecin protein family, designating the name for the protein family, was the dodecin of 

Halobacterium salinarum (HsDod).[1] The name dodecin (“dodec” + “in”) was given since 

HsDod forms dodecameric complexes that bind flavins (preferably RbF).[1] HsDod is only 68 

amino acids long, well representing the average length of dodecins (Figure 5), making them 

the smallest known flavoproteins (binds one flavin per monomer, 12 per dodecamer).[1] Unique 

to dodecins is the binding mode of the flavins, where two flavins are bound between two 

tryptophans forming an aromatic tetrad in the binding pocket.[1,13,51] The crystal structure of 

HsDod revealed that the dodecin monomers have a β1α1β2β3 topology resulting in single α-

helix partly enwrapped by a three stranded antiparallel β-sheets.[1] So far, all studied dodecins 

share this structure (see Figure 5).[1,13,14,52,53,7] Dodecin encoding genes can be found in several 

bacteria (3269; UniProt hits for dodecin (PF07311) in NCBI RefSeq; April 2020) and in some 

archaea (194; UniProt hits for dodecin (PF07311) in NCBI RefSeq; April 2020).[54] While the 

dodecin gene is found in many bacteria classes, in archaea it is nearly exclusive to the class of 

Halobacteria (of the 194 entries: 189 Halobacteria, 4 Methanomicrobia and 1 Nitrososphaeria). 

A dodecin encoding gene seems to be absent in eukaryotes (the occasional hits in UniProt[54] 
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are likely database errors and are ignored here). In the following, the focus is on MtDod and 

bacterial dodecins in general. 

 

Figure 5: Overview of known dodecin structures and length distribution found in UniProt. a): Monomers of all 
solved dodecins structures. HsDod: The dodecin of H. salinarum dodecin (PDB ID: 2CCB)[5]. TtDod: The dodecin 
of T. thermophilus (PDB ID: 2V21)[13]. HhDod: The dodecin of H. halophila (PDB ID: 2VXA)[7]. MtDod: The 
dodecin of M. tuberculosis (PDB ID: 2YIZ)[51]. ScDod: The dodecin of Streptomyces coelicolor (PDB ID: 
6R1E)[53]. SdDod: The dodecin of Streptomyces davaonensis (PDB ID: 6RI3)[53]. MtCaDod: The calcium-dodecin 
of M. tuberculosis (PDB ID: 3ONR)[52]. b): Relative distribution of the dodecin sequence lengths of archaea (194 
sequences) and bacteria (3269 sequences). 

While dodecins in general are flavin binding proteins, concluded from sequence analysis, there 

seems to be a small number of dodecins that are exceptions. M. tuberculosis has another gene 

that encodes a protein that is counted to the dodecin protein family, but binds Ca2+-ions instead 

of flavins; the so called calcium-dodecin (MtCaDod).[52] MtCaDod has a similar structure (see 

Figure 5) and forms a dodecamer like other dodecins,[52] although its sequence similarity to 

MtDod is only about 20% (30% to TtDod). Because only one of the non-flavin binding 

dodecins is studied up to date, not much is known about this subgroup of dodecins. In addition 

to Ca2+-ions and flavins, it is also known that some dodecins can bind CoA (shown for MtDod, 

TtDod and ScDod), but no quantitative data is available.[13,51,53]  
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2.2.2 The Dodecin Dodecamer 

All dodecins that were structurally elucidated so far, form a hollow spherical dodecamer 

making the overall protein structure likely the only feature that all members of the dodecin 

protein family share, including the calcium dodecins, but further data is needed to fully validate 

this.[1,13,14,52,53,7] Twelve dodecin monomers assemble to the highly symmetrical dodecamer 

with 23-cubic point group symmetry.[1,13,14,52,53,7] This dodecameric assembly is extraordinary 

stable and it was shown for the dodecamers of MtDod and TtDod that high temperatures up to 

95 °C and above are tolerated (MtDod: 123 °C[14]).[13,14] In the dodecamer, there are six flavin 

binding pockets (each can bind two flavins), four trimer interfaces called channel 1 and four 

trimer interfaces called channel 2 (Figure 6), where channel 2 is also the CoA binding site for 

CoA binding dodecins.[13,51]  

 

Figure 6: Assembly motifs of the dodecin dodecamer shown for MtDod dodecin (PDB ID: 2YIZ)[51]. Monomers 
involved in the assembly motifs are coloured, while others are grey. 

The centres of channel 1 and channel 2 seem to be potential ion binding sites in which the 

bound ions further stabilize the trimeric interface by additional ionic interactions (structures 

with ions bound, PDB IDs: 1MOG[1], 2YIZ[51], 2DEH, 2CCB[5], 3ONR[52] and 3OQT[14]).[1] 

Although not in all dodecin crystal structures reveal ions bound in the channels, the potential 

ion-binding amino acid residues seem to be conserved (for alignment see ref. [13] or ref. [55], for 

MtDod the respective potential positions are aspartic acid 20 in channel 1 and arginine 7 and 

lysine 62 in channel 2). In MtCaDod, channel 1 is the binding site for calcium and here 

glutamic acid 18 (respective position to MtDod aspartic acid 20) binds the calcium ion in the 

middle of the channel.[52] In addition to potential binding of negatively charged ions, lysine 62 

can build a salt bridge with glutamic acid 10 (also highly conserved, for alignment see ref. [13] 

or ref. [55]) of another monomer in channel 2.[14] The importance of salt bridges for the 
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dodecamer stability and assembly was shown by mutagenesis of MtDod and disrupting the salt 

bridges Glu10-Lys62 and Glu41-Arg46 caused only the production of insoluble monomer.[14] 

In addition to salt bridges and ionic bonds at the centre of the channels, each monomer is in 

direct contact to five other monomers forming extended antiparallel β-sheet interactions. This 

causes the 12 monomers to form one antiparallel β-sheet that spans over the whole dodecamer 

(Figure 7). Altogether, the extended antiparallel β-sheet, the ionic bonds and the salt bridges 

in the channels could well explain why the dodecin dodecamer has such a high thermostability.  

 

Figure 7: Direct contacting monomers in the dodecamer complex of MtDod (PDB ID: 2YIZ)[51]. The monomer 
in the centre (green) is part of channel 1 (green, magenta and cyan) and of channel 2 (green, yellow and salmon). 
Monomers not in direct contact to the green one are coloured in grey. The dodecamer on the left side is shown 
with helices and the one on the right side without to highlight the extended antiparallel β-sheet. 

The flavin binding pocket is formed by the contact of four monomers and is only present in the 

fully assembled dodecamer, since four monomers alone build not a stable complex. The reason 

for this can be illustrated by using the trimer as the stable subunit of dodecamers and gradually 

assembling the dodecamer with it (Figure 8). While a binding pocket is formed by the 

interaction of two trimers (hexamer), the hexamer is not a preferred oligomeric species, because 

it can oligomerise to the dodecamer by the same contacts stabilizing the hexamer. The high 

number of stabilising interactions generated by dodecamer formation (inducing cubic 23 

symmetry) leads to the preference of the dodecameric state (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Assembly motifs formed by different oligomeric states based on channel 1 timers. Channel 2 is divided 
into full trimeric assemblies and partial assemblies (1/3 channel 2). Partial formed channels (2 monomers) are 
likely to have very low effect on stabilization since only 1/3 of the protein-protein interactions are formed and the 
ion binding should be limited (only two of the three ion binding amino acids are present). Binding P.: Flavin 
binding pocket. 

 

2.2.3 Flavin Binding Site 

In all dodecins (calcium-dodecins will be ignored here), the binding pocket is built up by four 

monomers and can bind up to two flavins. The four involved monomers are part of two different 

trimers, which will be called trimer 1 (T(1)) and trimer 2 (T(2)) in the following (Figure 9). 

For the unique flavin binding mode of dodecins, two amino acid residues are crucial, the first 

is tryptophan interacting via π-stacking with the bound flavin and the second is glutamine 

building two hydrogen bonds with the bound flavin (Figure 9).[1,13,14,53,7] The monomer that 

interacts via the tryptophan with the bound flavin is called monomer A (M(A)) here and the 

other monomer of the same trimer is called monomer B (M(B)) (Figure 9).  
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Figure 9: Flavin binding pocket (view along the C2 axis of the binding pocket) and core residues for the flavin 
binding. a) The four monomers of the two trimers generating the binding pocket are coloured (Trimer 1: red, 
yellow. Trimer 2: blue and green) and the remaining one’s grey. b) Core residues for the flavin binding. FMN 
coloured green and amino acid residues coloured based on the colour of their monomer. Based on the MtDod 
structure (PDB ID: 2YIZ)[51]. 

While in all studied dodecins these two core interactions with the isoalloxazine ring system of 

the flavin are similar, the relative orientation of the bound flavins can differ. In the bacterial 

dodecins, these small relative orientational differences affect the aromatic tetrad (Trp-flavin-

flavin-Trp) by altering the π-system overlap and the distances within it.[13,14,7] So far, all studied 

bacterial dodecins bind flavins in the Si-Si orientation (isoalloxazine rings contact each other 

via their Si-faces, see Figure 9), while in HsDod the bound flavin is flipped so that the binding 

glutamine becomes part of T(2) and not T(1).[1] The flipped binding orientation in HsDod is 

called Re-Re.[1,13] Since the aromatic plane is also a mirror plane, it can be assumed that the 

electronic distribution is also mirror-symmetric and the difference between the Re-Re and the 

Si-Si orientation should not have any impact on binding affinities, but so far no experimental 

data verifies this. In general, it seems that bacterial dodecins have smaller π-system overlaps 

and thereby a less energetic beneficial aromatic tetrad than HsDod,[13,51] which correlates with 

lower affinity for lumiflavin of TtDod (Kd=141 ± 11 nM)[13] compared to HsDod 

(Kd=18 ± 4 nM)[5] This lower affinity of bacterial dodecins for the isoalloxazine ring system 

could be an important factor for dodecins to distinguish between RbF, FMN and FAD, since it 

allows to counter select against the smaller flavins by making the flavin binding more reliant 

on the interactions with the N-10 attached moiety, like the phosphate group of FMN. 
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In contrast to the two core residues of the flavin binding pocket (see Figure 9 b), other flavin-

binding residues are less conserved and indicate that different dodecins are optimized for the 

flavin metabolism/content of their specific organism.[7,13] For example, in bacterial dodecins, a 

highly conserved arginine residue (MtDod arginine 46, Figure 10) is involved in the binding 

of the isoalloxazine ring system, which is missing in archaeal dodecins.[1,13,51]  

 

Figure 10: A single FMN bound in the MtDod binding pocket, with the interacting amino acids highlighted 
(PDB ID: 2YIZ)[51]. a): Front view of the isoalloxazine ring system. b): Side view (slightly tilted) of the 
isoalloxazine ring system. 

The most relevant residues for flavin binding in bacterial dodecins are shown in Figure 10 

(histidine 4 added, based on conservation, see alignment ref. [55]).[13] Arginine 66 is of special 

interest, since it interacts with the phosphate group of FMN and in HsDod, there is glutamic 

acid 63 at the corresponding position, which makes the binding of FMN unfavourable.[7,13] 

While dodecins have different affinities for different types of flavins, the binding mode is in 

principle the same.[5,13,14] A special case is FAD, which can be bound in two states, either as 

the typical flavin dimer (FAD:TtDod complex PDB ID: 2CZ8) or as a monomer, where the 

adenine moiety bends back in the binding pocket and forms an aromatic tetrad with the 

isoalloxazine ring system.[5]   
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2.3 Life of M. tuberculosis: Where does MtDod fit in? 

M. tuberculosis, the main causative agent of tuberculosis (TB), is one of the most severe human 

pathogens causing millions of deaths every year and evolved to nearly exclusively proliferate 

inside humans. Making its dodecin interesting as a potential drug target and raising the 

question, what does dodecin do that such an optimized human pathogen didn’t lose the gene. 

To figure out the biological role of MtDod, the highly complex life cycle of M. tuberculosis 

needs to be understood in detail. 

 

2.3.1 Mycobacteria in general and Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

Like all mycobacteria, M. tuberculosis is an aerobe, acid-fast gram-positive bacterium with 

mycolic acid esters containing cell walls (the characteristic of all mycobacteria).[56–59] There 

are several ways to classify or group mycobacteria due to historical reasons based on, for 

example, growth speed or pathogenicity.[56,57,60,61] M. tuberculosis is counted to the slow 

growing mycobacteria (these require more than 7 days to form visible colonies) and is part of 

the Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTC: mycobacteria that cause TB or similar 

diseases in humans and animals).[2,56] While these classifications of mycobacteria are still valid 

and used, the availability of sequenced genomes and bioinformatic tools allows a more defined 

and systematic classification. Based on a genome analysis of 150 genomes of mycobacteria by 

Gupta et al. in 2018, the genus Mycobacterium was split into the five genera Mycobacterium, 

Mycolicibacterium, Mycolicibacter, Mycolicibacillus, and Mycobacteroides.[59] In accordance 

to the revised genera descriptions of Gupta et al., the term mycobacteria will be used to refer 

to all members of the five genera, while Mycobacterium (here M. is only used for 

Mycobacterium) is used to only describe members of the “Tuberculosis-Simiae” clade.[59] 

The newly defined genus Mycobacterium contains 100 defined species (based of genome 

availability at NCBI: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ for genus Mycobacterium; access 

29.03.2020) and several unclassified mycobacteria. M. tuberculosis is the selected type species 

(6619 genome assemblies at NCBI: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ for M. tuberculosis; access 

29.03.2020) and the strain M. tuberculosis H37Rv the reference strain of the species.[2] All 

major human and animal pathogens of the mycobacteria are part of the genus Mycobacterium 

(e.g. M. tuberculosis, M. leprae, M. ulcerans and M. bovis), while the other four genera contain 

mostly non-pathogenic environmental species, although several species seem to be 

opportunistic pathogens (can infect humans under some conditions, but are considered not 
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severe life-threatening).[58,59,62] The comparison of the genomes of slow and rapid growing 

mycobacteria indicates that the slow growing mycobacteria (genera Mycobacterium, 

Mycolicibacter, and Mycolicibacillus)[59] evolved from ancestral rapid growing species.[63,64] 

While slow growth rates bear the dangers of being overgrown by fast organisms, they allow 

species to adapt easier to hostile environments, like e.g. the presence of antibacterial 

agents.[65,66] This is in agreement with the fact that most relevant pathogenic mycobacteria are 

slow growing, since they have to survive the hosts defend mechanisms, while most fast 

growing mycobacteria tend to be soil or water bacteria.[57,62,65] In addition to slow growth rates, 

the complex cell wall of mycobacteria, containing an outer waxy layer of mycolic acid esters, 

acts as a strong permeation barrier that protects mycobacteria form many hostile conditions.[67] 

The importance of this waxy layer was shown by inhibiting the production of full length 

mycolic acids in M. tuberculosis  – the studied mutants lost their acid-fast character and failed 

to cause active TB in the mice.[68] Whereas slow growth and the presence of a waxy cell wall 

are common features of all mycobacteria, giving a reason why many mycobacteria are 

opportunistic pathogens and/or parasites, these two features alone are not sufficient to explain 

the high pathogenicity of some mycobacteria. Pathogenic mycobacteria evolved highly 

complex systems to cope with the host defence mechanisms, which will be shown on the 

example of TB. 

 

2.3.2 The Burden of Tuberculosis 

TB is the 9th (including HIV/AIDS positive cases) or 10th (excluding HIV/AIDS positive cases) 

leading cause of human death worldwide, estimated to have caused 1.0-1.5 million (0.5-1.2 

excluding HIV/AIDS related cases) deaths in 2018.[69] The estimated global epidemiological 

burden of TB in 2018 is 9.0-11.1 million incidents, of which about 50% alone came from India, 

China, Indonesia and the Philippines.[69] TB can be separated in two types, the pulmonary 

(limited to the lung) and the extrapulmonary type, where the latter is much rarer and often 

related to weakened immune systems.[70] Only the pulmonary type will be discussed further. In 

general, TB is treatable and the typical treatment with a daily drug application (isoniazid, 

rifampicin, ethambutol and pyrazinamide) takes about 6 months, which costs about US$ 40 per 

person and has a success rate of at least 85%.[69] In cases of drug resistant species, alternative 

drugs are required and the treatment duration can take up to 20 months, which raises the costs 

to more than US$ 1000 per person and lowers the treatment success rate to only about 56%.[69] 

For untreated TB, the average duration of illness is about 3 years (death or cure) with varying 
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mortality rates depending on the presence of either smear-positive TB (sputum contains 

active/acid-fast bacteria), which has a mortality rate of about 70%, or smear-negative TB, 

which has a mortality rate slightly above 20%.[71] In addition to active TB (with symptoms), 

there is also a latent variant of TB (LTBI: latent TB infection). Here, patients are infected with 

M. tuberculosis, but no symptoms are observed – estimates suggest that over two billion people 

have LTBI.[72] 

Many species of the MTC (List of MTC species: M. tuberculosis, M. africanum, M. bovis (and 

the Bacillus Calmette–Guérin strain (BCG)), M. microti, M. canetti, M. caprae, M. pinnipedii, 

M. orygis, M. suricattae, M. mungi, and the dassie bacillus)[73–76] can cause tuberculosis or 

similar diseases in humans, but the most relevant species are M. tuberculosis, M. africanum, 

and M. canetti.[65] Species of the MTC complex seem to only proliferate inside a host and have 

no environmental habitat and M. tuberculosis, M. africanum, and M. canetti are nearly 

exclusively restricted to human hosts.[65,77] While the proliferation is limited to a suitable host, 

many pathogenic mycobacteria can survive in soil and water for an extended period of time 

(months to years), although the epidemiology impact is debatable.[65,78–80] Since M. 

tuberculosis is the most relevant cause of TB only this species will be discussed further. 

 

2.3.3 Infection: The Immune Response Determines the Cause of the Disease 

Two key features make M. tuberculosis an exceptional pathogen, its ability to hijack alveolar 

macrophages and to adopt a dormant or latent state.[81–83] Because of the complex interplay of 

M. tuberculosis and the immune system, the relevant steps of the infection and disease will be 

fundamentally discussed without giving details on the cellular mechanisms. Figure 11 shows 

the critical infection steps. 
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Figure 11: Critical steps during the TB infection. MtB: M. tuberculosis bacillus/bacilli. AM: Alveolar 
macrophage. TH-cell: Helper T-cell. The role of calcified granuloma is so far debated and shown here as an exit 
out of the circle.[84–86] The figure is mainly based on the ref. [84] and the ref. [87] while also including points of the 
ref. [85] 

Alveolar macrophages are part of the innate immune system of the lung, that ingest foreign 

material entering the lung, while tightly controlling inflammation (attracting other cells of the 

immune system).[88,89] The tight control of inflammation is important to limit tissue damage in 

the lung and alveolar macrophages can even induce tissue repair.[88] When a M. tuberculosis 

bacillus or rather a cluster of bacilli enters the lung via droplets, it is recognized by alveolar 

macrophages and engulfed.[85,90] Inside the alveolar macrophages, M. tuberculosis 
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compromises the defence mechanism, ensures that it can proliferate and prevents/alters the 

communication with surrounding cells by a multitude of actions.[81,85,86,91] Impaired defence 

mechanisms of alveolar macrophages are: phagosome acidification (acidification stops at about 

pH 6.4), phagolysosomal fusion (phagosome does not fuse with the lysosome and is unable to 

degrade captured bacteria), and the production of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (used 

by macrophages to kill engulfed bacteria). To ensure proliferation, M. tuberculosis prevents 

apoptosis and autophagy of infected cells (to allow to further multiply inside macrophages), 

causing the accumulation of lipids and cholesterol as nourishment (formation of foamy 

macrophages) and induces necrosis of infected cells (dissemination and release of nutrients). It 

further prevents the presentation of antigens (to prevent T-cell recognition of infected 

macrophages) by the infected macrophages and induces apoptosis of bystander cells (to inhibit 

T-cell interactions) to inhibit the activation of the intercellular defence systems. Overall, all 

these processes can render alveolar macrophages inactive and M. tuberculosis can multiply 

inside them and spread by necrosis of the infected alveolar macrophages. While a single M. 

tuberculosis bacillus might be able to overcome alveolar macrophages, it is assumed that M. 

tuberculosis clusters, agglomeration of bacilli, are the more relevant cause of infection.[85,92] 

At some point of the infection, inflammation is triggered, which can be caused by M. 

tuberculosis by crossing the basal membrane of the lung (process is not clear) or simply by the 

increasing amount of bacilli and the necrosis of alveolar macrophages.[84,85,87] The 

inflammatory response allows the influx of monocytes, more alveolar macrophages and 

neutrophils (other phagocytic cells).[85,87] While some of the M. tuberculosis bacteria are killed 

by the neutrophils, the enzymes released during this process and toxic oxygen radicals cause 

necrosis of the lung tissue forming a lesion – neutrophils are in general short lived and possible 

partly turned necrotic by M. tuberculosis.[85] At some point after the infection and 

inflammation, T-cells (more specifically, effector T-cells, part of the adaptive immune system) 

will reach the infection sites.[84,87] The T-cells start to activate infected alveolar macrophages 

and the activated macrophages are able to degrade most M. tuberculosis bacilli, although it was 

also shown that M. tuberculosis can survive even in activated macrophages.[93] During these 

stages granulomas start to form (beginning as a lesion), which are very typical for TB.[84,87] 

These basically consist of infected alveolar macrophages, free M. tuberculosis bacilli, T-cells 

and cell debris (caused by necrosis) surrounded by other macrophages (often foamy 

macrophages are close to the centre, while normal macrophages build an outer ring), 

neutrophils and T-cells.[84,87] M. tuberculosis bacilli released from necrotic alveolar 

macrophages seem to form necrosis-associated extracellular clusters (NEC).[85,90] NECs have 
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the characteristics of biofilms (higher resistant’s to hostile agents) and lost their acid-fastness 

(indicating changes in the cell wall structure).[85,90] The actual composition of the granuloma 

and its further development depend on the immune system and genetic predisposition of the 

patient.[84,87] In the case of an impaired immune system, the T-cell response is weak, while a 

high number of macrophages is observed, which leads to the formation of large granulomas.[87] 

In these large macrophage rich granulomas, M. tuberculosis proliferates easily and causes the 

necrosis of macrophages and other cells.[84,87] This leads to a collapse of the granulomas and 

high amounts of M. tuberculosis are released into the lung.[84,87] On the other hand, an 

exaggerated immune response (excessive inflammatory response) causes the recruitment of 

high amounts of neutrophils (turned necrotic by M. tuberculosis) towards the infection site, 

which causes severe necrosis of surrounding cells forming growing lesions.[84] Around the 

original lesions, further new lesions start to form, which at some point fuse with each other 

(lesion coalescence), forming active TB lesions (in contrast to the initial infection lesions) and 

massive tissue destruction (creating cavities).[84,85] During a “balanced” immune response, 

small stable granuloma start to form and infected alveolar macrophages are tightly surrounded 

by activated alveolar macrophages and then T-cells (forming a sort of cellular wall).[84,87] The 

low amount of neutrophils keep the tissue damage under control and the amount of M. 

tuberculosis bacilli in the granuloma is decreasing or at least remains the same.[84,87] Over time 

the granuloma gets encapsulated and calcified stopping the spreading of M. tuberculosis.[84,87] 

 

2.3.4 Infection: M. tuberculosis – the Sleepy Parasite 

Inside the granuloma and active alveolar macrophages, M. tuberculosis bacilli encounter 

hostile environments (hypoxia, low pH (about pH 5.0))[94] and high concentrations of radical 

oxygen or nitrogen species (mainly inside macrophages).[82,86,94] To survive under these 

conditions M. tuberculosis can adapt a dormant state.[82,86,94] During dormancy, M. tuberculosis 

downregulates it cellular functions to a minimum and stops replication, while upregulating 

stress related genes.[82,85,86] Dormant M. tuberculosis bacilli (at least in some cases) lose their 

acid-fast character as described for NECs.[85,94–96] This dormancy is or was often related to the 

latent form of TB, called latent TB infection (LTBI).[97] In some models of LTBI, M. 

tuberculosis stays dormant over long periods of time (here dormancy is more seen as a 

complete halt of the bacillus) trapped in the granuloma or in alveolar macrophages, “waiting” 

for the right time to reactivate causing active TB.[82,86] This idea originates from findings made 

in TB infected mice in the 1950s and is often referred to as “Cornell model”.[98–100] The 
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connection between dormant cells and LTBI is highly debated, since it cannot explain many 

phenomena, like how treatment with drugs that only affect replicating M. tuberculosis bacilli 

(e.g. isoniazid) cures LBTI or how the reactivation that requires resuscitation factors of active 

bacilli is working.[85,101] In more recent models, it is thought that LBTI is more related to M. 

tuberculosis surviving/growing outside of the granuloma and alveolar macrophages. In these 

models the fully encapsulated calcified granulomas are just parts of the primary infection that 

were not coughed out.[85,101,102] Here calcification separates the uninfected lung tissue from 

necrotic cells in the granuloma and “pushes” M. tuberculosis towards the edge of the lesion 

into the inner surface of the alveola (towards air lung interface).[85] This happens because the 

proceeding calcification compresses the NEC containing liquefied cells (by necrosis).[85] When 

the M. tuberculosis NECs reach the surface, alveolar macrophages ingest them and likely 

degrade them, because effector T-cells are already present (keeping the alveolar macrophages 

active). But if this fails, the infection starts anew and NECs can spread via the respiration to 

other parts of the lung.[85] Alternatively M. tuberculosis can grow in the formed cavity (as the 

granuloma is cleared or “coughed out”) in a biofilm like manner (pellicle) causing low 

inflammation (no TB symptoms), while constantly spreading clusters and bacilli.[85,102] As 

NECs and M. tuberculosis growing in pellicle form are not acid-fast, it would explain why 

LBTI shows low counts of acid-fast bacteria.[85,102] In this model, dormancy is rather a 

slowdown than a complete halt, which enables M. tuberculosis to prolong its survival in the 

decaying granuloma waiting for its release, but not a mechanism to survive long time 

encapsulation in granulomas.[85,101] While the precise role of dormancy in LTBI is still unclear, 

it is overall accepted to be a mechanism of downregulation to overcome hostile 

environments.[82,85,86,94] Starvation might trigger dormancy, but since M. tuberculosis is able to 

process foreign lipids and cholesterol, which should be present in high amounts through the 

foamy macrophage,[81,103] this cause of dormancy might not be highly relevant during 

infection.[85,104] 

 

2.3.5 Flavoproteins and Flavin Biosynthesis in M. tuberculosis 

While flavins are important for all organisms, the unusual high amount of potential 

flavoproteins encoding genes in the genome of M. tuberculosis highlight the special importance 

of flavins for this species.[105] The occurrence of the high number of flavoprotein encoding 

genes is thought to be related to the need to adapt to different carbon and nitrogen nutrients.[105] 

Surprisingly, M. tuberculosis seems not to possess a flavin transporter and must hence rely on 
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its own biosynthesis.[42] Accordingly, the predicted genes for flavin biosynthesis seem to be in 

general essential for M. tuberculosis growth, but their seems to be some discrepancies between 

ref. [106] and ref. [107]. But how the RbF biosynthesis is actually regulated is not clear, since M. 

tuberculosis seems to not utilize a FMN riboswitch.[108,109] 

 

2.3.6 Important Nutrition and their Relation to Flavins 

The high number of flavoproteins encoded in the genome of M. tuberculosis is an indicator that 

flavins play a more important role in the life of M. tuberculosis compared to other 

organisms.[105] Two examples for the critical role of flavins and flavoproteins for M. 

tuberculosis to survive inside humans are the cholesterol and lipid metabolisms and its iron 

homeostasis. 

The ability to utilize the hosts cholesterol and lipids is a key feature of M. tuberculosis and 

ensures a carbon source during infection.[81,110] In addition, the utilization of host cholesterol 

and lipids also seems to be involved in the processes of entering macrophages, preventing the 

phagolysosomal fusion, growth under acidic conditions, and persistence and reactivation.[81,110–

113] The catabolic process for the breakdown of cholesterol and lipids is called β-oxidation, in 

which aliphatic groups/chains are degraded to acetyl-CoA (main product) and to propionyl-

CoA (odd numbered fatty acids and cholesterol).[114–118] Important cofactors for the β-oxidation 

are flavins (cofactor of acyl-CoA dehydrogenases) and CoA (intermediate/product-carrier).[119] 

In mammals, flavin deficiency impairs the β-oxidation.[120,121] The β-oxidation of the aliphatic 

chain of cholesterol (involved enzymes ChsE1-ChsE2, ChsE3, ChsE4-ChsE5)[116,122] requires 

FAD and creates two equivalents of propionyl-CoA and one equivalent of acetyl-CoA.[116–118] 

The remaining ring system of cholesterol, the androstenedione, is further degraded to pyruvate, 

acetyl-CoA and succinyl-CoA, but the full pathway is not yet understood.[117,118] This 

breakdown of the ring system involves a flavin-dependent monooxygenase (HsaAB) that can 

utilize FMN or FAD.[123] Acetyl-CoA, propionyl-CoA and succinyl-CoA (only energy 

generation) can be used as building blocks for new fatty acids/polyketides or for energy 

generation (via the citric acid cycle).[111,117,118] Propionyl-CoA is either processed to 

methylmalonyl-CoA for the synthesis of polyketide virulence lipids (e.g. phthiocerol-

dimycocerosate (PDIM)) or converted into succinyl-CoA.[111,117,118] The intracellular amount 

of propionyl-CoA needs to be controlled as its accumulation is toxic for M. 

tuberculosis.[117,118,124] One way of M. tuberculosis to avoid propionyl-CoA accumulation is by 
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converting it into methylmalonyl-CoA and then funnelling it into the methylmalonyl 

pathway.[118] This solution requires vitamin B12, which can be synthesized by M. tuberculosis 

de novo and also utilizes FMN.[118,125] 

In addition to carbon sources, iron is a growth limiting factor for M. tuberculosis. Iron 

availability inside the host is limited since M. tuberculosis needs to compete with the hosts own 

cells.[126] To scavenge iron from the host, M. tuberculosis utilizes two siderophores (iron 

binders), mycobactin and carboxymycobactin.[126] Both substances have nearly the same 

chemical structure and only differ in the length of an acyl moiety that alters their hydrophilicity. 

Both mycobactins are strong iron Fe3+ binders and can either take up insoluble iron or iron 

bound to proteins.[126] Mycobactin is hydrophobic and restricted to the cell-envelope of M. 

tuberculosis, while carboxymycobactin is hydrophilic and scavenges iron from the 

extracellular surroundings.[126] Carboxymycobactin transfers scavenged iron to the mycobactin 

present in the cell envelope.[126] The mycobactin bound iron is then transported into the cell by 

IrtAB that utilizes a bound FAD to reduce the iron bound to mycobactin.[127] The reduced iron 

Fe2+ is released from mycobactin and available for the organism. IrtAB knockouts or IrtAB 

mutants unable to bind FAD are not able to replicate in low iron-media, human macrophages 

and mice.[127] The connection between flavins and iron reduction and uptake was also observed 

for other organisms.[128] 

 

2.4  Dodecins as Carrier for Bioactive Components 

While the biological function of dodecin is related to flavins, their extraordinary stability and 

spherical structure indicate that they are suitable to be used as carrier/scaffold protein in 

biotechnological applications.  

 

2.4.1 Carrier and Scaffold Systems in Biotechnology 

In regards of the here discussed aspects, the terms scaffold and carrier are not strictly defined, 

as they are in general used in their literal senses.[129–136] Thereby, a scaffold can be anything 

that adds a spatial component to the system of interest and a carrier is simply an object to which 

something was or will be attached to. Because of this function-based definition the term 

scaffold applies to a plethora of systems like cell membranes or organelles,[133] since they are 

used in nature to control the spatial arrangement. Here, the term is used to describe very limited 
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systems that are reduced in their functionality to simply add a spatial component to a small and 

selected group of components. Therefore, a scaffold needs specific binding sites that allow the 

recruitment of the selected components, which is often used as requirement to define a 

scaffold.[130,131] In a similar way the term carrier is here used for components with the single 

purpose of allowing something to be attached and have no other active function, like for 

example to transport.  

Since a scaffold is basically also a carrier and a carrier can be used as a scaffold, the terms are 

distinguished based on what is attached or recruited and the purpose of the recruitment. The 

term scaffold is mainly used if the aim is to create a catalytic active entity (from here called 

assembly) with improved properties compared to the unrecruited enzymes.[129–136] In contrast, 

the term carrier is used, when the aim is simply to create the carrier cargo attachment, for 

example attaching antigens to BSA.[137] 

 

Figure 12: Difference between scaffold and carrier shown on the example of BSA (PDB ID: 4F5S)[138]. 
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Dependent of the used scaffold, the resulting assembly can be highly defined or totally 

undefined in its composition and/or structure.[139,140] A defined assembly is often called 

complex, while the undefined variant is referred to as a cluster (sometimes also agglomerate or 

aggregate).[139,140] But there is not a strict separation and “clustering” is also used to describe 

complex formation.[140] For clarity, the terms complex or hub will only be used for assemblies 

with a theoretical defined composition (like a scaffold with a distinct number of binding sites), 

whereas the term cluster is used when the assembly composition is not predictable (Figure 13). 

The terms assembly (describing the formed structure) and assembling (describing the forming 

process) are used to include all previously mentioned processes. While a complex needs a 

scaffold or carrier that controls the assembly, clusters can also be formed without any structure 

or composition enforcing unit. The process of protein/enzyme clustering is also sometimes 

associated with immobilization (although this process often refers to adsorption of an enzyme 

on a matrix) and used to make enzymes more suitable for industrial applications.[141–143] The 

third type of assembly in addition to clusters and hubs are compartments, where the 

protein/enzymes are encapsulated in a more or less defined hull (see Figure 13).[144,145]  

 

Figure 13: Assembly types. Complexes are defined assemblies, meaning they have a finite composition based on 
the present binders. In contrast, clusters have no clear finite composition, but can have a defined relative 
composition. For example, the cluster formed by a “polymeric unstructured scaffold” has the relative 1:1:1 
composition, but since the polymerisation degree “n” is unknown the absolute composition is unclear. 
Compartments refer to all assemblies with an enclosed space formed by scaffolds. 
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The formed structures/assemblies formed by scaffolds are also called nanoparticles or in the 

case of compartment forming scaffolds nanoparticle cages (nanocages), since the terms are just 

based on shape and size.[146] The definition of a nanoparticle is: All dimensions of the object 

must be in the range of 1-100 nm (upper limit can differ: max 1 µm).[146] Therefore, technically 

every nanocage is a nanoparticle and therefore also sometimes referred to only as nanoparticle. 

The general distinction between a nanoparticle and a nanocage is based on the placement of 

the attachments, if the attachments are place on the surface,[147,148] it is mostly referred to as a 

nanoparticle and if the attachments placed inside the enclosed space,[149,150] the term nanocage 

is used. The terms nanoparticle and nanocage will here only be used if the formed particle is 

the focus of the scaffold and not its function. Therefore, the term core or core-forming 

carrier/scaffold refers to the centre of a complex/hub (see Figure 13), while on its own the core 

would be a nanoparticle. But this strict separation of those terms is problematic and also not 

done in the literature, as a functionalized nanoparticle is basically a hub and therefore the 

nanoparticle would now be considered to be a core. 

While for all “assembly types” examples are reported in literature with potential applications, 

the compartment type might be the most promising one, as compartments protect the enclosed 

enzymes form interactions with denaturing interfaces/surfaces and can create a diffusion barrier 

that limits the escape of enzyme cascade intermediates (although the initial substrate intake 

might be inhibited).[151,152] The diffusion of intermediates is a main point for bioengineering 

pathways, as the intermediates can be toxic for the production host, and ensuring a low 

concentration of cellular intermediates is often the purpose of artificial enzyme 

complexes.[131,140] Unfortunately, compartments are also the most complex group, since factors 

like compartment size and the insertion of enzymes  need to be controlled during the formation 

process (once formed the enzymes cannot be imported).[151] In contrast, the hub design can be 

saturated with cargo at any time, giving more freedom during production. Carriers and hubs 

can also be used to form clusters (clusters of complexes), which combines the industrial 

benefits of clusters with the ability to control hetero protein/enzyme composition.[139,140] 

In the following chapters, we will focus on hubs and clusters since dodecins cannot be used to 

form compartments.   
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2.4.2 Why Enzyme Assembling? 

The assembling of enzymes in hubs, clusters and compartments is done for two main reasons: 

making them more suitable for technical applications and enhancing/altering the enzyme 

cascade flux (simplified effects on concentration and diffusion of substrates, intermediates and 

products).[134,140,141] Increasing their suitability refers here to stability and recovery of the 

enzymes during and after applications. A higher stability can also increase the enzyme 

performance (single and cascades), as it allows to use the enzymes under conditions (e.g. pH, 

temperature or organic solvents) that are beneficial for product formation.[141] 

The origin of the increased enzyme stability in assemblies is likely related to repulsive 

interactions (minimizing excluded volume, molecular crowding) and limited space 

(confinement), disfavouring unfolding since this would require a transition away from the 

“compact” folded native state.[153–156] While the effects of molecular crowding and confinement 

on protein fold stabilization are overall excepted, the magnitude of the molecular crowding 

effect is debatable and protein confinement can in some cases even promote denaturing.[156–158] 

Since clusters are tightly packed proteins or enzymes, their increased stability can be attributed 

to the factor of confinement. Less confined clusters (e.g. one-layer clusters formed around a 

support particle) can also be stabilized by encapsulation after cluster formation, which also 

stabilizes the whole cluster.[141,159,160] In contrast, hubs or complexes are less dense packed and 

therefore more flexible, which in general limits the potential stabilization affects to molecular 

crowding. 

The other driving force of the creation of artificial enzyme assemblies is to increase the product 

formation or flux of enzyme cascades, based on the idea that naturally occurring assemblies 

can be mimicked by bringing enzymes in proximity with each other.[129,131] The overall aim 

here is to use such artificial assemblies to improve in vivo generation of specific products, 

which is counted to the research field of ”metabolic pathway engineering”. (e.g. 1-butanol[161] 

or itaconic acid[162] production in E. coli).[131,134,140] It needs to be noted that this topic is highly 

debated and naturally occurring assemblies are still not fully understood.[135,163] This said, one 

of the biggest advantages of enzyme assemblies is thought to be substrate channelling (here 

called intermediate channelling).[164,129,134,135,165,140,163] For reasons of clarity, channelling will 

be discussed only for a two-step enzyme cascade with and without a branching point 

(Figure 14). 
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Figure 14: Schematic depictions of enzyme catalysed reactions. a) Single-step reaction. b) Two-step reaction. c) 
Two-step reaction with branching point. E: enzyme of a standalone reaction. E1 and E2: first and second enzyme 
of the enzyme cascade. EB: enzyme that catalyses the reaction from the intermediate to the product of the EB 
branch. [S]: substrate concentration. [I]: intermediate concentration (here product of E1 catalysed reaction). [P]: 
product concentration (product of the single enzyme catalysed reaction or the product of the E1-E2 enzyme 
cascade. [BP]: concentration of the product of the EB branch. 

Intermediate channelling refers to a process, where the intermediate (product of E1) is passed 

towards the enzyme E2 without diffusing out of the proximity of both enzymes (entering the 

surrounding area, like the cytosol). In simple terms, the active sites of both enzymes seem to 

be connected via a channel through which the intermediate travels. Because of this channelling, 

the branching point is skipped and no product of the enzyme EB is formed (the reaction c) in 

Figure 14 basically behaves like the reaction b) through channelling). Intermediate 

channelling for example, is observed in the tryptophan synthase.[166] In the di-enzyme 

tetrameric complex (αββα) of the tryptophan synthase a literal channel between the α-subunit 

and the β-subunit is formed.[166] This channel directs the diffusion of the intermediate indole 

towards the β-subunit, which is therefore literal channelling.[166] In addition to literal channels, 

there are also charged surface area patches that allow channelling between active sites, referred 

to as electrostatic highways (electrostatic surface channelling).[164,167,168] Examples for 

electrostatic highways are the dihydrofolate reductase thymidylate synthase adduct (DHFR-

TS),[168,169] and the malate dehydrogenase citrate synthase adduct (MDH-CS).[170–172] The 

benefit or importance of channelling is that the intermediate does not or only to a limited degree 

diffuses away from the enzymes and thereby is kept in the reaction path through the cascade 

(flux).[163,165] Without channelling enzymes outside of the cascade (enzyme EB, see 
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Figure 14 c)) could scavenge the intermediate and lower the product formation or cause the 

production of toxic side products (inside a cell).[129,140,163,173] 

Whether simple enzyme assemblies can create intermediate channelling is questionable, since 

enzyme proximity is not sufficient to cause channelling (in simple terms, proximity does not 

create channels).[163,174] In clusters of different enzymes (for example E1 and E2 from 

Figure 14 b)) something like intermediate channelling and therefore often called intermediate 

channelling can be observed.[165,163,175] Since such clusters have high enzyme densities, they 

increase the chance of the intermediate to interact with the second enzyme of the cascade (E2) 

before it leaves the cluster and thereby preventing the loss of the intermediate.[163] This form 

of intermediate channelling is therefore sometimes called probabilistic channelling.[163] An 

example for a natural occurring multi-enzyme cluster is the purinosome that contains six 

different core enzymes and other proteins.[176,177] While metabolic flux is mentioned as the 

reason for the formation, in depth studies seem not to be lacking.[176,177] 

 

2.4.3 Examples for Natural Scaffolds and Carriers 

Scaffolds play a key role in cellular signalling pathways; here spatial and also temporal control 

of the pathway participants is used to ensure the correct information flow.[132,133] Their roles 

range from simple tasks like assembly and/or localization of participants to allosteric 

regulation, as for example feedback loops.[132,133] For simplicity only scaffolds proteins are 

further described in their biological role, but also other cellular components can be utilized to 

control spatial arrangement.[133] A scaffold needs to fulfil two core aspects to function: domains 

that control the recruitment of the right components and a way to facilitate spatial 

arrangement.[132,133] A main benefit of scaffold proteins is that they allow the regulation of 

pathways without the need to affect the functional participants themselves.[133] Even with only 

a defined set of participants, different scaffold proteins can create different pathways, enabling 

the cell to have diverse signalling responses with a limited set of components.[133] An example 

for such a system is the mating or filamentation pathway in yeast.[130] In the presence of the 

scaffold protein Ste5 the mating signal is transmitted from Ste7 (activated by Ste11) towards 

Fus3 (Figure 15).[130] Without Ste5, Ste7 (again activated by Ste11) can only activate Kss1 that 

will induce filamentous growth (starvation induced).[130] Ste5 allows tight control of the mating 

pathway (requirement of Fus3 and Ste5) without requirement to alter the starvation induced 

pathway for filamentous growth.[130] 
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Figure 15: Effect of the scaffold Ste5 on the filamentation or mating pathway. a) Shared steps between the mating 
and filamentation pathway. Starvation will not trigger the Fus3 activation and thereby prevents unwanted 
induction into the mating pathway. This is similar to the branching described in Figure 13 c). b) Artificial 
induction of Ste11 causes the activation of Ste7,which will activate Fus3, if the scaffold Ste5 is present, or, if the 
scaffold Ste5 is not present, will activate Kss1. While the scaffold Ste5 is required for the mating pathway, its 
absence is not a requirement for the filamentation pathway.  

Different to the term scaffold protein, the term carrier protein, and more general carrier, is used 

ambiguously and can describe a big variety of systems that are beyond the here focussed 

application on information carrier. One use, likely the most common general one, of the term 

carrier is to define a group of membrane transporter systems/proteins that transport molecules 

through a membrane without forming constantly open pores (the other group being 

channels).[178,179] A natural example for a carrier, which is more related to herein focussed 

function, is the acyl carrier protein.[180,181] In simple terms, these proteins carry an acyl-moiety 

(substrates and intermediates of fatty acid or polyketide synthases), which is covalently 

attached by an enzyme, and ensure that the bound moiety interacts with the right enzymes of 

the synthesis cycle.[181] Technically, acyl carrier proteins do a bit more than just carrying 

substrates and intermediates, for example the aliphatic chain of longer intermediates is securely 

bound within their hydrophobic core, a process referred to as sequestration and likely protects 

those intermediates from side reactions.[181]  
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2.4.4 Examples for Biotechnological Scaffolds and Carriers 

In biotechnology scaffolds and carriers are used to create artificial protein complexes or larger 

artificial structures based on multiple scaffold units, often, to enhance the formation of a 

desired product or to enhance other parameters like enzyme stability, as described 

above.[134,140,151,175] Examples for the latter are DNA frameworks/lattices, artificial membrane-

like vesicles/tubes (often unordered, e.g. amphiphile peptides) and virus like 

particles.[145,151,182–185] These scaffold systems fit more in the field of compartmentalization and 

are not further discussed.  

Since biotechnological complex or hub forming scaffolds are basically “just” devices to bring 

different functional proteins in proximity, they are often comprised of directly linked domains 

or proteins that can recruit and bind (binder) their specific counterpart (anchor).[131,136,186] 

Alternatively binders can be fused to oligomer forming proteins, which creates a sort of 

assembly core (Figure 16).[131,136,186]  

 

Figure 16: Different types of complex architectures. 
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The specific coupling of different orthogonal binding systems creates a tool to control the 

stoichiometry of the formed complexes and hubs.[131] Depending on the oligomeric state of the 

anchored functional proteins (here the focus is on enzymes, but systems are not limited to 

them), these hubs will form clusters theoretically defined in relative composition by the 

scaffold design.[134,140] Binders can also be combined with proteins that form stable oligomers 

to create hubs with a defined core (see Figure 16). Examples for such “core” forming proteins 

are concanavalin A (tetramer)[187], streptavidin (tetramer)[139,188], shell protein EutM (hexamer, 

forms larger clusters)[189], IMX313 (heptamer)[190], leucine dehydrogenase (octamer)[191] and 

DNA binding protein from nutrient starved cells (Dps; dodecamer).[192] These proteins form 

homo-oligomers (homo-core) and therefore typically homo-binder cores, as every subunit 

contains the same binder units.[139,187,189,191] With such systems it is very difficult to obtain 

defined hetero-cores (e.g. 3-times subunit with binder A and 1-time a subunit with binder B), 

because there is no direct way for a controlled formation of such particles. Undefined hetero-

cores can be formed by using a mixture of different subunits for core formation (statistical 

controlled), but their purification is problematic.[188] Homo-binder scaffolds (non-core or core 

variants) can also be loaded with different enzymes by using a mixture of these enzymes with 

the same anchor during charging of the scaffold.[186,189] Further, also multiple binders could 

directly be fused to a functional protein (ref. [136] uses single domain antibodies) to create an 

enzyme scaffold hybrid (see Figure 16). Oligomeric enzymes could here also function as a 

core. 

Examples for binder domains are the GTPase binding domain (GBD),[131,193] the SH3 

domain,[131,193] the PSD95/DlgA/Zo-1 (PDZ) domain,[131,193] the SpyCatcher[190], the 

SnoopCatcher[190], SYNZIPs,[136,194] and streptavidin[139]. 
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2.4.5 Carrier Protein Supported Antibody Production 

While scaffolds are used to create artificial enzyme assemblies, carriers can also be used to 

fine-tune the recognition of bioactive material, for example antigen-carrier conjugates. By 

attaching antigens to appropriate carriers, antibodies (AB) can be produced even for non- or 

weak immunogenic antigens. The cellular processes important for AB production and core 

features of ABs are described in Chapter 8.1.  

Since AB production is closely related to vaccines, a lot of different antigen and carrier systems 

(proteins and artificial systems)[195–199] exist and to discuss them all is beyond the scope of this 

thesis. Therefore, this chapter will be focussed mainly on carrier proteins and peptide antigens. 

To produce ABs against a selected target (e.g. a protein or specific peptide) the used 

compounds need to activate antigen presenting cells (APC), facilitate helper T-cells (TH-cell) 

activation (requires major histocompatibility complex class II (MHC II) epitopes) and contain 

the actual target or epitope (B-cell receptor (BCR) epitope) (Figure 17).[200,201] Different to 

BCR epitopes, which define what epitopes the later produced ABs recognize, MHC II epitopes 

have no direct impact on the specificity of the produced ABs and are required to activate TH-

cells.[202] In simple terms, MHC II proteins, also called MHC II molecules, are membrane 

bound proteins that get loaded with fragments of digested extracellular proteins, which were 

acquired through phagocytosis.[202] If the presented fragment is recognized by the T-cell 

receptor, it signals TH-cells that the fragment presenting cell (here APCs and B-cells) has taken 

up foreign proteins.[202] These protein fragments are called MHC II epitopes or more general 

T-cell epitopes (includes also other types).[202] 
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Figure 17: Key steps in AB generation. The colour of the arrows represent, which epitope is important for this 
step. Grey arrow: The activation of APC and the antigen uptake is not dependent on the used MHC II- or BCR-
epitope and can be affected by adjuvants and the size of the antigen-carrier conjugate. Magenta arrow: These steps 
depend on the MHC II-epitope and are required for the TH-cell activation and the B-cell differentiation induced 
by the active TH-cells. Green arrow: Steps depend on the BCR-epitope, which represents the antigen recognized 
by the later produced AB. The BCR is depicted here as a membrane bound AB, which is sufficient for this level 
detail. 

An optimal antigen-carrier protein conjugate can fulfil all three aspects, but they often simply 

act as multivalent BCR-epitope carrying particles that contain the MHC II-epitopes.[203] For 

antigen-carrier conjugates that cannot or only weakly activate APCs, adjuvants are added 

during the process of immunization (injection of the antigen-carrier conjugate).[204,205] In 

simple terms, adjuvants are compounds that cause a general immune response, which attracts 

and activates APCs.[204,205] A classic adjuvant is “Freund’s Complete Adjuvant” (FCA), that is 

a mineral oil/water emulsion with heat-killed dried M. tuberculosis bacteria (surfactants or 

emulsifier are added).[204,206,207] A factor related to the APC activation is the particle size of the 

antigen-carrier conjugate, since too small particles are less efficiently taken up by APCs.[208] 

Optimal particle sizes seem to be in the range of 10 nm to 100 nm (about 40 nm being the 

suggested optimum), since APC uptake is facilitated and the antigen can still enter lymph 

vessels, which ensures an easy availability to B-cells.[208] 
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Since APC activation can be accomplished by adjuvants, the main attributes of carrier proteins 

are the ability to present multiple copies of an antigen (multivalent) and the presence of 

MHC II-epitopes. The most common and broadly available method to attach multiple copies 

of an antigen (here a synthetic peptide) to a carrier protein is the use of bifunctional 

crosslinkers, which create artificial covalent bonds between the antigen and the amino acids on 

the carrier protein’s surface.[195,209–211] The typical strategy is to use hetero-bifunctional 

crosslinkers, like m-maleimidobenzoyl-N-hydroxysuccinimide (MBS),[212] which connects 

amines on the carrier protein’s surface with thiols present in the synthetic peptide (added to a 

terminus).[211,213,214] In addition, alternative crosslinking agents exist, which also utilize other 

functional groups.[209,211] Typical carrier proteins for crosslinking approaches are bovine serum 

albumin (BSA), chicken ovalbumin (OVA) and keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) and are 

used by many companies to produce custom ABs, e.g. Eurogentec, Davids Biotechnologie or 

Thermo Fisher scientific.[209] KLH is possibly the most commonly used carrier protein, because 

of its high immunogenicity (contains diverse immunogenic epitopes and forms up to about 

8000 kDa complexes, subunits are about 400 kDa).[215,216] A disadvantage of KLH is its 

tendency to aggregate, which makes the handling and storage problematic.[201,210]  

An alternative to the crosslinking of synthetic peptides with carrier proteins is fusing the 

antigen to a carrier protein, for example a core-forming protein, on gene level and thereby 

directly expressing the antigen-carrier conjugate as a fusion protein.[203,217] Here, the carrier 

protein or rather complex are self-assembling peptides or proteins, which assemble to particles 

that present multiple copies of the fused antigens, examples are VLPs or self-assembled peptide 

nanoparticles (SAPN).[218] This method is rather new and in general more intended for vaccine 

design, but basically fulfils the same aspect of linking MHC II-epitopes with BCR-epitopes 

like crosslinking approaches.[218,219] Further, carrier proteins can be fused to binder domains, 

like the SpyCatcher system, to allow the attachment of whole antigens (proteins), which was 

used to couple antigens to VLP and IMX313.[190,220]  

Similar to the APC activation by adjuvants, TH-cell activation can be accomplished by 

covalently adding known MHC II-epitopes to carriers that do not contain them, like e.g. 

artificial non-protein carriers,[195,221–223] but normally MHC II-epitopes are an inherent part of 

the general used carrier proteins.[216,224–227] The simplest artificial carrier system consists of 

multiple BCR- and MHC II-epitopes covalently linked to a small molecule, e.g. branched poly-

lysines, called multiple antigen peptides (MAP).[195,221,222] 
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Regardless of the chosen method to produce the antigen-carrier conjugate, an important factor 

is the density of antigens on the carrier’s surface, typically higher densities produce more anti 

BCR-epitope ABs (facilitates BCR clustering, B-cell activation)[202,228–230], while lower 

densities create a less diverse AB populations.[231–234] 
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3 Aim of the Thesis 

The aim of this thesis can be separated into two topics, the understanding of the biological role 

of dodecins and the utilization of dodecins as carriers. 

 

Biological function of dodecins 

Although dodecin encoding genes are present in a vast spectrum of bacteria, only the dodecin 

of the archaeon H. salinarum is in depth characterized so far. HsDod binds RbF with high 

affinity and is supposed to function as a RbF storage. The role of HsDod as a RbF storage is 

supported by the periodic appearing blooms of H. salinarum in salt lakes after phases of low 

salinity. During these phases H. salinarum is more or less inactive and HsDod binds unneeded 

RbF in the cytosol to prevent the degradation of it. When the salinity reaches again a high 

enough concentration, H. salinarum regains its activity and can utilize the stored RbF to obtain 

an advantage during its early growth phases. 

The few available studies of bacterial dodecins showed, that bacterial dodecins have a slightly 

altered flavin binding pocket, which cause them to bind preferably FMN instead of RbF. 

Further, bacterial dodecins seem to be less affine towards flavins in general, which limits the 

ability of bacterial dodecins to tightly bind flavins and thereby to protect them from 

degradation, which would make the storage role unlikely. These finding indicated that bacterial 

dodecins have another biological role than the archaeal dodecins, which is so far not elucidated. 

Aim of the thesis was to gain further insight into the biological role of bacterial dodecins by 

characterizing the flavin binding process in detail. For this, the bacterial dodecins of M. 

tuberculosis, S. coelicolor and S. davaonensis were studied. The first goal was to establish a 

binding model that can describe the unique binding pocket of dodecins in more detail than the 

so far used single-step model. For this, the flavin binding of MtDod was in depth analysed and 

numerical functions created. Further the aim was to develop methods to quantify the flavin 

binding without the need of an accurate binding model to allow parallel screening of various 

conditions. Initial experiments showed that ScDod and SdDod have substantially lower 

affinities to flavins, when compared to other bacterial dodecins, and SdDod also displayed 

unusually low thermal stability for a bacterial dodecin. Therefore, to understand these findings 

the crystal structure of ScDod and SdDod was solved. Lastly the findings were used to propose 
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the biological role of bacterial dodecins as flavin buffer and discussed with the outlook of 

dodecins as a potential drug target.  

 

Dodecins as carrier/scaffold proteins 

While flavin binding might be the key for their natural function, dodecins have also evolved 

unique protein properties, which make them interesting for biotechnology. They are 

exceptionally stable, well-expressible in bacteria, highly symmetric and all termini are 

accessible on the protein’s surface. The combination of all these features makes bacterial 

dodecins valuable for biotechnological applications as it can be used as a protein-based 

nanoparticle. Possible applications range from antigen carriers in vaccines to localization hubs 

of enzymes in metabolic engineering.  

As so far, no dodecin was used as a carrier/scaffold in this regard, the aim of this thesis was to 

evaluate, if MtDod can actually be used as a carrier for antigens and how its potential as a 

scaffold for more complex attachments holds up. 
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4 Results 

This chapter includes published data regarding stability, flavin affinity and biological function 

of MtDod, ScDod and SdDod. Further the published material includes the use of HsDod as a 

diffusion probe and the biotechnological application of MtDod as scaffold and carrier protein. 

Publications sorted by their focus. 

 

Focus biological function: 

 Bourdeaux, F.; Hammer, C. A.; Vogt, S.; Schweighöfer, F.; Nöll, G.; Wachtveitl, J.; 

Grininger, M. Flavin Storage and Sequestration by Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

Dodecin. ACS Infect. Dis. 2018, 4 (7), 1082–1092.  

https://doi.org/10.1021/acsinfecdis.7b00237. 

Author contribution: F. Bourdeaux designed and performed most experiments, except 

measurements regarding the spectroscopic and spectroelectrochemical properties of 

MtDod. F. Bourdeaux analysed most data and together with M. Grininger wrote the 

manuscript. 

 

 Ludwig, P.; Sévin, D. C.; Busche, T.; Kalinowski, J.; Bourdeaux, F.; Grininger, M.; 

Mack, M. Characterization of the Small Flavin-Binding Dodecin in the Roseoflavin 

Producer Streptomyces davawensis. Microbiology 2018, 164 (6), 908–919. 

https://doi.org/10.1099/mic.0.000662. 

Author contribution: F. Bourdeaux assisted in data analysis and preparation of the 

manuscript. 

Focus structure and stability: 

 Bourdeaux, F.; Ludwig, P.; Paithankar, K.; Sander, B.; Essen, L.-O.; Grininger, M.; 

Mack, M. Comparative Biochemical and Structural Analysis of the Flavin-Binding 

Dodecins from Streptomyces davaonensis and Streptomyces coelicolor Reveals 

Striking Differences with Regard to Multimerization. Microbiology 2019. 

https://doi.org/10.1099/mic.0.000835. 

Author contribution: F. Bourdeaux together with P. Ludwig designed and performed 

all experiments, except crystallization of ScDod. F. Bourdeaux analysed most data and 

together with M. Mack wrote the manuscript. 
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Focus biotechnological application: 

 Nöll, T.; Wenderhold‐Reeb, S.; Bourdeaux, F.; Paululat, T.; Nöll, G. Diffusion-

Ordered NMR Spectroscopy of Guest Molecules in DNA Hydrogels and Related 

Matrices. ChemistrySelect 2018, 3 (37), 10287–10297. 

https://doi.org/10.1002/slct.201802364. 

Author contribution: F. Bourdeaux designed and performed HsDod stability 

measurements and wrote the respective paragraphs in the publication. 

 

 Bourdeaux, F.; Kopp, Y.; Lautenschläger, J.; Gößner, I.; Besir, H.; Vabulas, R. M.; 

Grininger, M. Dodecin as Carrier Protein for Immunizations and Bioengineering 

Applications. Scientific Reports 2020, 10 (1), 13297. 

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-020-69990-0. 

Author contribution: F. Bourdeaux designed and performed most experiments in the 

publication, exceptions are western blots and expressions of some constructs performed 

by J. Lautenschläger. and I. Gößner. F. Bourdeaux analysed data and together M. 

Grininger wrote the manuscript. 
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5 Discussion and Conclusion  

This chapter is divided into two core topics to avoid redundancy and to give a clearer picture 

of the aspects of the presented papers (the in Chapter 4 listed papers are cited with first author 

name and publication year in addition to the reference numbering). 

The first theme is: the discussion of the biological function of dodecins based on the studied 

flavin binding process of MtDod (Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55]) and to a lesser degree of SdDod 

and ScDod (Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53]). The biochemical analysis of these dodecins is further 

supported by a study on the effect of a dodecin gene deletion in S. davaonensis showing a 

specific phenotype (Ludwig et al. 2018[235]). 

The second theme is: the use of dodecins as scaffold proteins or nanoparticles. Here, based on 

the example of MtDod as a scaffold protein (Bourdeaux et al. 2020[236]) and HsDod as a 

diffusion probe (Nöll et al. 2018[237]), the potential of bacterial dodecins as highly modifiable 

nanoparticles will be discussed. By comparing MtDod with other scaffold proteins/peptides the 

strengths and weaknesses will be highlighted.  

 

5.1 Flavin Binding Model and Biological Function 

The main question of this chapter can be summarized into the following statement: 

“We know that dodecins bind flavins, but we don’t know why.” 

While there is no definitive answer to this question so far and there also might be distinct 

biological roles for dodecins dependent on the individual species, the establishment of the two-

step binding model allows to gain a deeper mechanistic understanding of the flavin binding, 

which can be used to decipher the potential impact of dodecins on the cell. 

Beforehand, as stated in Chapter 2.2.1, dodecins are not considered to be enzymes, since no 

catalytic function was reported so far and the design of the binding pocket prevents that the 

reactive site (N5-position)[43] of the bound flavins can be accessed. Further, MtDod can only 

bind oxidised flavins, (Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55]), which would require a new flavin molecule 

to be bound after every catalysed reaction, which is rather untypical for flavoenzymes.[49] 
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Therefore, the here proposed and discussed biological function of bacterial dodecins is: 

Bacterial dodecins protect cells from potential oxidative damage caused by high cytosolic 

concentrations of free oxidised flavins. This is accomplished by acting as an interim storage 

device or buffer for oxidised flavins, which captures excessive amounts of unbound flavins, 

while keeping the amount of free flavins on a level that allows the flavoproteome to function. 

In addition, under certain conditions, bacterial dodecins shift to a tighter binding mode 

capturing most available flavins to keep them bound until the conditions change again 

(storage). (Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55]) 

For the sake of the argument, the functions as a buffer or as a storage will be divided more 

strictly. Here, the “buffer function” means to keep flavin levels constant during fluctuating 

flavin demand, while the “storage function” is only utilized when more drastic changes appear, 

like for example switching from dormancy to an active state. This said, a buffer is always able 

to also function as a storage, although limited, but a strict storage cannot function as a buffer. 

In general, a buffer has moderate affinity for its ligand, while a storage binds its ligand tightly. 

Since both systems will bind flavins, the cells are likely to produce more flavin to compensate 

for bound flavin, here referred to as flavin sequestering, since the cellular flavin content 

increases. 

Before the likelihood of this role will be discussed, it will be explained how the bacterial 

dodecins fulfil this buffering function by focussing on the flavin binding mechanism of 

dodecins. 

 

5.1.1 The Flavin Binding Mechanism of Dodecins 

The two-step binding model discussed in the publication of Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] will be 

compared to the single-step model, which is typically presented and used so far in 

literature.[5,13,14] The focus here is to highlight how the binding mechanism itself can affect the 

function of a protein.  

The dodecin dodecamer contains six identical flavin binding pockets with two flavin binding 

sites each, allowing a single dodecamer to bind twelve flavins or simplified one flavin per 

monomer. The simplification “one flavin per monomer” instead of the actual “twelve flavins 

per dodecamer” allows the binding mechanism to be described in a single binding step 

(Figure 18 a). While this simplification is practical, it would require that both bound flavins 
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are not interacting with each other, which can directly be declared as false, based on the formed 

aromatic tetrad in the binding pocket.[1,5,13] It would also be very unlikely that the half-filled 

binding pocket is sterically not more restricted than the empty binding pocket. That the single-

step binding model clearly has a problem describing the flavin binding, can be seen in Table 1, 

since depending on the used method, vastly different dissociation constants were obtained. 

Table 1: Dissociation constants of diverse dodecins reported in literature based on the single-step model. Because 
of the vast differences between methods, errors are omitted, and actual values depicted here should only be seen 
as an estimate of affinity. Methods: Fluor. Titration: Constant amount of flavin with dodecin titrated. Kinetic 
analysis: time-dependent fluorescence decrease of different dodecin:flavin ratios measured. ITC: Isothermal 
titration calorimetry; constant amount of dodecin with flavin titrated. N.b.: no binding observed. 

Dodecin 

(method and reference) 
pH 

KD (single-step) /nM 

LmF RbF FMN FAD 

MtDod 

(fluor. titration) 

Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] 

7.5 

5.0 

- 

- 

393 

598 

118 

18 

n.b. 

157 

MtDod 

(kinetic analysis) 

Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] 

7.5 

5.0 

- 

- 

900-1530 

860-1059 

263-1473 

35-149 

- 

- 

MtDod 

(ITC) 

ref. [14] 

8.0 - - 920 n.b. 

ScDod/SdDod 

(fluor. titration) 

Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53] 

7.5 

5.0 

- 

- 

n.b. 

n.b. 

n.b. 

50-150* 

n.b. 

-** 

TtDod 

(fluor. titration) 

ref. [13] 

8.0 141 233 311 589 

TtDod 

(ITC) 

ref. [13] 

8.0 - - 920 - 

HhDod 

(fluor. titration) 

ref. [5] 

7.5 - 20 × 103 6 × 103 24 × 103 

HsDod 

(fluor. titration) 

ref. [5] 

7.5 18 36 14 × 103 439 

HsDod 

(kinetic analysis) 

Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] 

7.5 - 76 - - 

*: single-step model based fit was not able to describe the measurements, only rough estimate was made. 
**: under acidic pH FAD binds to ScDod and SdDod but no flour. titration was conducted. 
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A binding model that accounts for the structure of the binding pocket is the two-step binding 

model (Figure 18).  

 

Figure 18: Single-step and two-step binding model. 

While the two-step model describes a single binding pocket much better than the single-step 

model, it still separates the dodecamer into six independent binding pockets. Before the actual 

mathematical model will be presented, a short explanation is given, why the two-step model 

and not a more realistic model was chosen.  

 

Dodecamer versus six independent binding pockets 

The mentioned independence of the binding pockets is only problematic, if the 13 levels of 

flavin saturation of the dodecamer, ranging from empty to fully saturated, affect the rate 

constants of the discrete binding events. Effects that could cause such a behaviour, could be 

for example the overall change in charge of the dodecamer by binding FMN (dependent on pH, 

the charge changed by −1 or −2 for each bound FMN molecule) or changes in the structure of 

the dodecamer complex by the binding of flavins, which could alter the arrangement of other 

binding pockets. While these effects likely exist, the strength of their impact is hard to analyse. 

Assuming their impact is neglectable, the shown two-step binding model can well describe the 
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dodecamer, as the six binding pockets are independent and only spatially connected within the 

dodecamer complex. In contrast, if the saturation level needs to be included, the 13 flavin 

saturation levels must be separated into their 28 species, which still ignores the relative 

arrangement of the binding pockets. By binding an additional flavin molecule or by releasing 

an already bound flavin molecule, each species can transform into one or multiple specific 

species (Figure 19), which the mathematical model would need to account for. 

 

Figure 19: Number of dodecamer species dependent on the flavin saturation level. Species shown for zero to three 
flavins bound to the dodecamer (four first levels of the overall 13 levels).  

While it is possible to design the network of species and the related functions, there is no 

practical way to obtain enough or even any data about the single species to fully verify this 

complex model. Therefore, using more complex and also more realistic models above the two-

step model is only possible, if the obtained data contains enough information to fully satisfy 

this complexity, or, the problem or rather the data set will simply be overparameterized. 
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Two-step binding model requires a numerical solution 

Focusing on the mathematical aspects of the model, the biggest advantage of the single-step 

model is that it can be solved analytically, meaning, it has a distinct solution, while the two-

step model requires a numerical approach, as the direct analytical solution is not possible 

anymore. For the numerical solution, the flavin binding is calculated by utilizing rate constants 

instead of equilibrium constants. This allows to simulate how the complexes would form over 

the selected timeframe based on the chosen rate constants. By selecting a long enough 

timeframe, it can be assumed that the actual simulated state approached close enough to the 

equilibrium state and thereby allowing a method to describe the equilibrium without the need 

of the equilibrium constants. To put it simple, instead of directly calculating the equilibrium 

the system of interest is stepwise brought to the equilibrium. For these types of simulations, 

the timeframe and the step size are critical factors, since large step sizes can overdrive the 

simulation and lower the accuracy, causing high concentration fluctuations or even negative 

concentrations. On the other hand, short timeframes will not allow the system to approach the 

equilibrium. In general, the smaller the step size and the longer the timeframe, the better is the 

simulation. A big problem of small step sizes and long timeframes is the increasing amount of 

calculations needed for the simulation. While the increasing amount of calculations is 

unproblematic for a single simulation of this complexity, it is laborious to determine the rate 

constants from actual measurements, as simulations have to be repeated with differently set 

rate constants for each (simulation) cycle until the simulation fits the measurement. To put it 

simple, the numerical approach here means that different sets of rate constants are guessed and 

used to simulate binding curves over and over again until the deviation between the simulation 

and the actual measurement reached a minimum. The methods how these rate constants are 

“guessed” will not be discussed, but it needs to be noted that a problem of the here described 

numerical solving process is that the received rate constants might not be the actual constants 

and just reflect the best solution of this round/attempt. Therefore, multiple solving rounds need 

to be conducted to obtain reliable constants, which increases the amount of required 

calculations even further. The simple description of how the numerical solving process works 

should highlight, why the single-step model was used in general, since it is more practical. The 

problem here is that the single-step and the two-step model have distinct differences and are 

only comparable on a superficial level.  
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Comparison of the single-step and two-step model 

Because it was shown in the publication of Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] that the two step model is 

far better in describing the observed binding processes, the underlying reason for this will be 

discussed in more detail here. To show how both models differ, the determined rate constants 

or dissociation constants and functions in the publication of Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] are used 

to simulate endpoints (equilibrium states) of different MtDod:FMN ratios. Values used for the 

simulation/calculations are chosen from the data set of the kinetic analysis (Table 2) and it 

needs to be mentioned that only the dissociation constants are shown, since the rate constants 

themselves (as long as the dissociation constants are not changed) don’t affect the 

endpoint/equilibrium states. The concentration of dodecin or flavin are 1 µM, if not stated 

differently. 

Table 2: Dissociation constants and simulation parameters for the show simulations. The dissociation constants 
were chosen from the kinetic measurements published by Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] The selected single-step 
constants are the average of both shown biological replicates and have the lowest difference between single-step 
calculation and two-step simulation under the conditions of a constant MtDod concentration and increasing FMN 
concentrations (Figure 20). The dissociation constant of the single-step calculation at pH 5.0 and pH 7.5 is based 
on the 1.5:1 MtDod:FMN ratio measurement and 2.0:1 MtDod:FMN ratio measurement respectively. For the two-
step model simulations, the timeframe was prolonged to 450 s to allow the simulations to approach the equilibrium 
close enough (prolonging the timeframe did not further improve the simulations noticeable), while keeping the 
step size at the published value (Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55]).  

Model pH 5.0 pH 7.5 
Simulation parameters 

for the two-step model 

single-step KD = 74 nM KD = 1085 nM  

two-step 
KD_1 = 332 nM 

KD_2 = 22 nM 

KD_1 = 7884 nM 

KD_2 = 69 nM 

Timeframe = 450 s 

Step size; ∆t = 0.03 s 

(15,000 steps) 

 

For comparing the single-step and the two-step model, the equilibrium states of different FMN 

to MtDod ratios are used. The first question is: can the two-step model actually simulate similar 

binding curves as depicted in the literature?[5,13] In those experiments the flavin concentration 

was kept constant and for each measurement more dodecin was added, resulting in decreasing 

fluorescence signals, since the fluorescence of bound flavin is quenched.[5,13] Instead of the 

fluorescence signal the concentration of unbound flavin is simulated with the single-step and 

the two-step model (see Figure 20). 
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Figure 20: Concentration of unbound FMN against the absolute MtDod concentration based on one-step and two-
step model simulations with constant absolute FMN (1 µM) concentrations and increasing absolute MtDod 
concentrations. 

While the amount of unbound flavin is not identical, which can easily be seen by comparing 

the two curves at pH 7.5 at higher dodecin concentrations, it is obvious that both models can 

produce in general similar shapes of the curves, explaining how the single-step model was 

deemed appropriate to describe the binding event. Comparing both curves simulated with the 

lower dissociation constants at pH 5.0, the difference is nearly not noticeable, showing that at 

high affinities the impact of the different models is less dominant. Since the single-step model 

was first tested with HsDod and RbF, for which the dissociation constant is even lower 

(KD(HsDod:RbF) = 36 ± 4 nM) than the one at pH 5.0 here,[5] it is understandable that the 

model was chosen. For ligands with a relative low affinity the discrepancy between the model 

and the measurement was masked by allowing the fluorescence coefficient of the bound flavin 

to adapt freely without restraints (Equation (1); Fmeas.: measured fluorescence. ffree: 

fluorescence coefficient of free flavin. fbound: fluorescence coefficient of bound flavin. [L]: 

concentration of the free flavin. [D:L]: concentration of the flavin dodecin complex or bound 

flavin).[5,13,55] 

 𝐹 . =  𝑓 × [𝐿] − 𝑓 × [𝐷: 𝐿] (1) 
 

This basically pushes the endpoint of the curve upwards without changing the maximum and 

compresses the curve until the single-step model seems to fit. Such a correction can also be 

done by using a correction factor (here bcorr.) that artificially increases the amount of free flavin 

dependent of the concentration of bound flavin (Equation (2)). 

 [𝐿 .] =  [𝐿] + [𝐷: 𝐿] × 𝑏 . (2) 
 

By simply defining bcorr. as the difference between the concentration of free flavin of both 

simulations at pH 7.5 with the highest amount of dodecin added ([D]0: here 14 times the amount 
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of flavin; basically last point of the curve) (Equation (3); Endpoint is defined by 14-times more 

dodecin than flavin and 450 s calculation time) the corrected single-step model curve looks 

much more comparable to the two-step model curve (Figure 21). 

 𝑏 . = 𝐿 (𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡) − 𝐿 (𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡) /[𝐿]  

𝑏 . = (0.17 µM − 0.08 µM)/1 µM 

𝑏 . = 0.09 

(3) 

 

 

Figure 21: Effect of a correction on the single-step model calculation at pH 7.5 shown in Figure 20. 

Even without adjusting the dissociation constant of the corrected curve, the differences between 

the single-step and the two-step simulation can easily be overlooked and would likely be 

deemed to measurement errors in an actual experiment. While in a simulation such a correction 

is clearly artificial, in fluorescence measurements different quenching mechanisms/efficiencies 

might be a possible explanation. In the publication by Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55], the quenching 

process of bound FMN at pH 5.0 and pH 7.5 was analysed by steady-state spectroscopy and 

showed that under both conditions the quenching processes are nearly identical and would not 

support the above describe correction. In spite of this, at pH 7.5 the measured binding data 

required fluorescence correction to be described by the single-step model (Bourdeaux et al. 

2018[55]). In agreement with this finding is the fact that fluorescence intensities of FAD bound 

to HsDod ((KD(HsDod:FAD) = 439 ± 48 nM), which binds as a monomer to HsDod and 

therefore the single-step model is likely appropriate, are comparable to fluorescence intensities 

of bound RbF (both approach values close to zero) in spite of the different binding modus.[5] 

While it is still possible that in some dodecins bound flavins are quenched with different 

efficiencies, so far, the two-step model seems more plausible and the one-step model should 
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not be used anymore to describe the binding of flavins to dodecins as long as they don’t bind 

as monomers like FAD to HsDod and HhDod.[5] 

 

Effect of the two-step model 

With the two-step binding model established, the question remains, if the two-step model actual 

supports the potential role of dodecins as a flavin buffer. The first indicator for this is that the 

binding efficiency of dodecin at concentrations that vastly exceed the flavin concentration is 

lower in the two-step binding model simulations than in simulations with the single-step 

binding model (higher amounts of flavin remained unbound; see Figure 20). It might be argued 

that this is only caused by an overall lower affinity used in the two-step simulations, but since 

the curve shapes are so similar (see Figure 21) this is not a plausible explanation. This means 

that the flavin binding efficiency of the two-step model compared to the one-step model 

depends on the ratio of dodecin to flavin (here at excessive dodecin concentrations). To 

highlight the effect of this behaviour a series of simulations with a constant dodecin 

concentration and increasing flavin concentrations was conducted with the same constants as 

shown in Table 2 (Figure 22). 

 

Figure 22: Normalized concentration of unbound FMN against the absolute FMN concentration based on single-
step and two-step model simulations with a constant absolute MtDod concentration (1 µM) and increasing 
absolute FMN concentrations. 

The relative amounts of available flavin, depicted in Figure 22, show clearly that the two-step 

model and the single-step model behave differently in situations where the dodecin 

concentration is higher than the flavin concentration. While in the one-step model the relative 

amount of available flavin is lowest at the smallest dodecin:flavin ratio (minimum of the curve), 

in the two-step model the lowest relative amount of available flavin is above the smallest 

dodecin:flavin ratio. 
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The potential effect of this will be explained with FMN, although it affects all binding flavins. 

To keep it simple, the RbF synthesis is ignored here and FMN bound to flavoenzymes are 

treated as strictly non-available anymore. The higher relative amount of available FMN at low 

absolute FMN concentrations means that, if the FMN demand is rising, e.g. by expression of 

flavoenzymes, and therefore the FMN levels are decreasing, dodecins become less efficient in 

binding and allow the cell to utilize close to all of the present FMN without strong competition 

of the dodecins. If the one-step model would be correct, with lower FMN levels dodecins would 

compete more and more with the other processes requiring FMN. 

 

Concluding the flavin binding model 

Although these examples here are extreme simplifications of the flavin homeostasis they still 

show that a two-step flavin binding model supports the role of bacterial dodecins as a flavin 

(likely FMN) buffering agents as proposed by Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] for MtDod. This shows 

that the binding mechanism itself can be a critical factor for the function of a protein and that 

simplifications of such mechanisms need to be treated carefully. Additionally, because of the 

improvement of personal computers and thereby increased availability of computational 

resources, numerical simulations should be started to be preferred other simple models. 

 

5.1.2 Indications that Dodecins are Actually Part of the Flavin Homeostasis 

While the chapter above discussed what mechanisms potentially allow dodecins to function as 

a flavin buffer systems, such mechanisms do not necessarily mean that dodecins is actually 

utilized as such systems. In the publication by Ludwig et al. 2018[235] the effects of a removal 

of the dodecin gene in S. davaonensis on the metabolome were analysed. The SdDod knockout 

strain showed increased concentrations of potential stress protectants, like polysaccharide and 

carotenoids, and was resistant to plumbagin.(Ludwig et al. 2018[235]) So far, also other dodecin 

genes (MtDod: Gene-ID: Rv1498A and TtDod: Gene-ID: TTHA1431) were found to be non-

essential in their respective organism,[238,106] which might be expected since even directly 

affecting the flavin homeostasis by influencing the regulation or the activity of the bifunctional 

flavokinase/FAD-synthetase is non-lethal (both cause RbF overproduction).[41,239] While the 

effect of high cellular riboflavin levels seems to be unproblematic or at least is not discussed 
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in literature, insufficient amounts of riboflavin slow down the growth showing the essential 

need for sufficient riboflavin and thereby other flavins.[240,241] 

 

Indicators for flavin sequestering by dodecins 

The species Amphibacillus xylanus, which lacks a respiratory chain, increases its cellular flavin 

content upon exposure to higher oxygen concentrations (flavin content more than doubled from 

0% to 21% oxygen concentration) and also utilizes high amounts of unbound flavin in the 

cytosol.[29] In contrast, there are only 4% of the cellular flavins free in E. coli and excessive 

flavins are secreted.[25,242] The reason for E. coli to secret flavins might be to avoid over-

accumulation of flavins, but so far this is just a hypothesises.[242] Other bacteria secrete flavins 

for specific purposes, e.g. the flavin release of Sinorhizobium meliloti is related to the symbiosis 

with plants (main secreted flavin is FMN and has also high intracellular FMN levels; carries a 

dodecin gene (Gene-ID: SM_b20068)).[27,243] Other examples are some Shewanella species like 

Shewanella oneidensis (strain MR-1; type strain), which use secreted FMN and RbF for the 

reduction of poorly soluble Fe3+ to Fe2+ (some/few Shewanella species carry a dodecin gene 

like Shewanella putrefaciens (Gene-ID: NCTC10738_02649)).[244,245] These examples show 

how diverse the flavin homeostasis in bacteria is and that without precise data about the specific 

organism assumption are quite problematic. One common feature of most bacteria (based on 

the examples here) is that FAD and FMN are the important intracellular flavins and RbF is 

normally only present in low concentrations.[25,27–29,242,244,246] Even in H. salinarum (archaea), 

which has a dodecin that prefers RbF compared to FMN and FAD,[5] accumulates RbF only at 

the end of the early stationary phase (about 15 days, HsDod expression notable after 2-3 

days).[7] This late accumulation of RbF seems to be connected to HsDod, since the HsDod 

knockout strains did not accumulate RbF.[7] A similar flavin accumulation, here FMN, was 

observed by Ludwig et al. 2018[235] when comparing the SdDod knockout S. davaonensis strain 

to the wild type – after 7 days the wild type showed higher intercellular FMN content than the 

knockout strain. Based on the sequence similarity of the dodecin of S. meliloti with other 

bacterial dodecins (Figure 23) known to bind FMN with higher affinity than RbF and FAD 

(MtDod[55], ScDod[53] and SdDod[53]; TtDod is suggested to bind FMN as native ligand[13]), also 

the dodecin of S. meliloti likely prefers FMN and this could be related to the reported high 

amounts of cellular FMN in S. meliloti.[27] 
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Figure 23: Alignment of studied bacterial dodecins and the dodecin of S. meliloti. Amino acid residues related to 
the flavin binding are highlighted yellow (Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55]). Interactions of the amino acid residues with 
FMN are labelled with: I: Isoalloxazine ring system; R: ribityl chain; P: phosphate group. 

All these findings suggest that dodecins allow cells to sequester flavins and thereby might cause 

an increased cellular flavin content, as reported for HsDod in H. salinarum.[7] For most 

bacterial dodecins the sequestered flavin is likely FMN (based on the alignment published by 

Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55]), but HhDod and similar dodecins might sequester other flavins. 

 

Flavin sequestering in M. tuberculosis  

For M. tuberculosis data of cellular flavin levels/concentrations could not be found, but it was 

suggested that FAD sequestering proteins protect M. tuberculosis against hypoxic and 

oxidative stress (article focusses on Fsq of M. smegmatis; M. tuberculosis homologue Gene-

ID: Rv3129),[247] further indicating the importance of flavins for M. tuberculosis.[105] Another 

protein related to flavin sequestering in M. tuberculosis is Acg (Gene-ID: Rv2032), which 

evolved from a nitroreductase, but seems to have lost its enzymatic function/role and now 

might sequester FMN.[248] It was shown that Acg is important for the virulence and survival of 

M. tuberculosis in macrophages, but its deletion did not affect viability when facing nitrosative 

and oxidative stress in vitro and in vivo.[249] Acg (Gene-ID: Rv2032) and Fsq (Gene-ID: 

Rv3129) are found to be non-essential under in vitro conditions like MtDod (Gene-ID: 

Rv1498A).[106,107] In contrast to Acg (Gene-ID: Rv2032; expression low under normal 

conditions; part of DosR regulon)[250] and Fsq (Gene-ID: Rv3129) the gene disruption of MtDod 

(Gene-ID: Rv1498A) was even reported to be beneficial for growth under in vitro 

conditions.[107] This could be explained by the fact that MtDod is not part of the DosR regulon 

and is constantly expressed (cellular concentration about 5 µM; estimated using the cellular 

copy number).[250] Ignoring the observed growth advantage of the dodecin gene disruption, it 

seems that M tuberculosis has a need for sequestering flavins, which would fit to the findings 

in other species and further suggests that bacterial dodecins at least function as 

storage/sequestering device for flavins. 
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Before discussing possible biological reasons for flavin sequestering by dodecins, the question 

is raised, if there are indicators for flavin buffering by dodecin, as suggested by the two-step 

mechanism. 

 

Dodecin knockouts and dodecin related stress 

The only study that focussed on the effects of a dodecin deletion was done by Ludwig et al. 

2018[235] and showed that the knockout strain had an increased resistance to plumbagin, which 

causes oxidative stress.[251] A comparison of metabolites between the wild type and the dodecin 

knockout strain revealed that the knockout had higher concentrations of carotenoids (e.g. 

astaxanthin), diverse glutathione derivatives (e.g. 2-(S-glutathionyl)acetyl glutathione; 

glutathione itself is lower concentrated, likely because it reacted, higher amounts of glutathione 

disulfide were found), a large number of polysaccharides (e.g. trehalose) and an osmoprotectant 

(hydroxyectoine).[235] Glutathione is interesting here as it is directly related to maintaining the 

reducing environment of the cell and detoxification.[252,253] To elucidate the actual role of all 

these diverse compounds is well beyond the scope of this thesis and therefore, they are simply 

seen as part of the anti-stress mechanism of S davaonensis here (the upregulation might explain 

the increased plumbagin resistance of the deletion strain).[235] While the actual role of SdDod 

or more precisely how the FMN binding of SdDod is involved in these processes is not clear, 

but the study by Ludwig et al. 2018[235] shows that SdDod participates in maintaining the 

cellular balance (likely redox homeostasis). Considering these findings, it seems contradictory 

that the MtDod gene (Gene-ID: Rv1498A) disruption in M. tuberculosis is beneficial for growth 

under in vitro conditions, but since M. tuberculosis seems to naturally proliferate only in 

humans, the conditions of the in vitro experiment might be too different from the natural 

environment.[65,77] Other data that indicates dodecin’s role as more than a simple flavin 

sequestering device was collected in a transcriptome analysis of a T. thermophilus TtDod gene 

(Gene-ID: TTHA1431) disruption strain.[238] By comparing this strain with the wild type (data 

was analysed with NCBI GEO[254], used datasets (ref. [238]): WT: GSM532185-GSM532214; 

Gene-ID: TTHA1431 deficient strain: GSM536231-GSM536233), an expression profile of 

TtDod (Gene-ID: TTHA1431) (Figure 24) and other upregulated genes in the knockout strain 

could be identified.  
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Figure 24: Expression profile of TtDod (Gene-ID: TTHA1431) over 180 min to 760 min. After 680 min the 
stationary phase was reached. Graph based on data of ref. [238] submitted to NCBI GEO[254]. 

TtDod (Gene-ID: TTHA1431) is expressed during the whole experiment with a peak in 

expression around 420-540 min, which starts to decline entering the stationary phase. This 

shows that TtDod is constantly present in the cell with some concentration fluctuations. 

Comparing the knockout with the wild type strain, the three top (sorted by significance) 

upregulated genes (only hits labelled with a Gene-ID of T. thermophilus are considered) are 

Gene-ID: TTHA1500 (phosphoenolpyruvate synthase), Gene-ID: TTHA1836 (isocitrate lyase) 

and Gene-ID: TTHA1499 (MoxR-related protein). Without an in-depth analysis of all 

alterations in gene regulation caused by the knockout and deep insides into the cellular 

processes of T. thermophilus, the actual effects are hard to estimate, which limits the analysis 

here. The phosphoenolpyruvate synthase (Gene-ID: TTHA1500) turns pyruvate with ATP into 

phosphoenolpyruvate (often called PEP) and might be related to glycogenesis and therefore the 

production of carbohydrates, but PEP is also involved in other pathways.[255–257] The isocitrate 

lyase (Gene-ID: TTHA1836) is one of the two key enzymes of the glyoxylate shunt, an 

alteration of the tricarboxylic acid cycle (also called glyoxylate cycle), which bypasses relevant 

steps for the release of CO2.[258] By preventing the release of CO2, the glyoxylate shunt 

conserves carbon atoms for gluconeogenesis and is related to the oxidative stress response and 

survival of pathogens (e.g. M. tuberculosis) in macrophages.[258,259] The MoxR-related protein 

(Gene-ID: TTHA1499) is likely a MoxR-like ATPase and might have a chaperone-like function 

by supporting insertion of cofactors into proteins (proposed function of MoxR ATPases).[260] 

MoxR proteins were found to be important factors of diverse stress responses in several 
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organisms.[260] Interestingly the expression values of the riboflavin synthase (α subunit: Gene-

ID: TTHA1063; β subunit: Gene-ID: TTHA0336) and the bifunctional RbF kinase/FMN 

adenylyltransferase (Gene-ID: TTHA0527) are not significantly different between the wild type 

and the TtDod gene (Gene-ID: TTHA1431) disruption strain. 

The upregulation of genes related to the gluconeogenesis, as observed in T. thermophilus for 

the TtDod gene disruption, might be the reason, why the SdDod deficient S. davaonensis strain 

shows increased polysaccharide levels as reported by Ludwig et al. 2018[235]. In general, their 

proposed conclusion that the SdDod deficient S. davaonensis strain has an increased plumbagin 

resistance because of an upregulation of the stress response system fits to the findings in T. 

thermophilus (datasets from ref. [238]). But the growth advantage reported for the gene 

disruption of MtDod (Gene-ID: Rv1498A) under in vitro conditions does not fit into this idea 

of upregulated stress response systems.[107] 

 

Unclear points and unanswered questions 

While this data clearly shows that dodecins are involved in keeping the cellular balance and 

the flavin buffering is likely the reason for this, there are still some uncertainties. For example, 

it is not clear how much flavin can actually bind to TtDod at the culturing temperature of 

70 °C.[238] Temperature dissociation measurements of the dodecin:flavin complex of MtDod, 

ScDod and SdDod by Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] and Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53] showed that at 

such temperatures the amount of bound flavin is quite low. While no actual data for TtDod is 

available the similar structure and comparable flavin binding residues (see Figure 23 and 

Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55]) would suggest a similar temperature behaviour of the dodecin:flavin 

complex. An indicator that TtDod might behave differently under elevated temperatures, is the 

fact that the flavin binding process is reported to be faster under such temperatures.[13] But 

without actual data of the flavin binding efficiency under those conditions, it is not possible to 

make any estimations about the affinity at higher temperatures. An alternative explanation of 

how TtDod still might affect the flavin levels, even if the high temperatures also lower its 

affinity to flavins, could be that the cytosolic conditions in T. thermophilus strongly facilitate 

the flavin binding of TtDod and therefore compensate the temperature effect. So far these are 

just hypothesis, as no experimental data is available to support them. 

Another point that seems questionable is the observed growth benefit of M. tuberculosis in 

vitro when the dodecin gene is disrupted.[107] While the in vitro culturing conditions might be 
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the reason for this, temperature can be ruled out, as the experiment was conducted at 37 °C.[107] 

Too low culturing temperature was the first assumption, since low temperatures basically 

increase the affinity and would cause MtDod to bind more flavin, which could make dodecins 

a disadvantage at growth below the temperature optimum. The last point is the ability of some 

bacterial dodecins to bind CoA, reported for MtDod and TtDod,[13,51] since the observed effects 

might also be partly related to the CoA binding. But so far, the CoA binding is not at all studied 

and therefore here not further considered. 

 

Concluding the buffering role of bacterial dodecins 

While there is clear evidence that bacterial dodecins play a role in the cellular well-being (here 

described/listed effects of dodecin gene knockouts) and are able to buffer flavin concentrations 

(two-step model), it is still not clear how bacterial dodecins are actually involved in the cellular 

homeostasis. This shows that even such a simple appearing protein like dodecin can still be a 

mystery in the dynamic context of a living cell. 

 

Dodecins as flavin storage 

Another function of dodecins could be the tight binding of flavins under growth limiting 

conditions to preserve flavins and protect the cells during this time from free flavins. It is 

assumed, that the stored flavins could give a growth benefit, when the conditions become more 

favourable again. The above mentioned flavin sequestering could suggest such a function, 

although a buffer could also increase the overall cellular flavin content, which can be seen as 

sequestering. An example for an dodecin that might function as a storage is HsDod, which 

sequesters RbF in the late stationary growth phase.[7]  

In the natural habitat of H. salinarum (salt lakes) unbeneficial growth conditions, under which 

HsDod sequesters RbF, could be low salinity or nutrition scarcity.[8,9] The low salinity is often 

followed by an algae bloom that causes a phase of high nutrition when the algae died through 

increasing salt concentrations, which can cause a H. salinarum bloom.[8] In such a scenario 

dodecin as storage system clearly could help to ensure rapid growth after the change back from 

unfavourable to favourable conditions, by ensuring enough RbF for the FMN and FAD 

synthesis. 
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A comparable scenario is the switching between dormancy and active growth of M. 

tuberculosis in its complex lifecycle, which is related to the survival in macrophages and the 

tuberculosis typical granuloma (see Introduction Chapter 2.3.3).[82] Here MtDod tightly binds 

FMN in the dormant phase to release it when M. tuberculosis enters the active state again. 

Considering that M. tuberculosis is not simply immune to the host defence systems and the 

infection is more of a question, which side can gain and maintain the upper hand,[85,101,102] even 

small growth advantages like an FMN storage to kick-start the metabolism might be an 

important factor. 

Flavin storage of ScDod and SdDod could be beneficial for sporulation, as it would give the 

spores an enhanced flavin pool for germination and further growth. 

 

Affinity problems: You can’t store, what you barley can bind 

A problem for the theory that bacterial dodecins generally act as flavin storages is their overall 

lower affinity compared to HsDod (see Table 1), which makes tight flavin binding 

questionable. Without tight binding a rather large portion of flavins would be freely available 

during the storage period, which would either cause constant loss of flavins (e.g. by secretion 

or degradation) or cellular damage by the free flavins during low activity. If both cases are 

unproblematic for the cell, flavin storage in general would be pointless and therefore not a 

biological function of dodecins. This means that if storage is important, there must be 

conditions under which bacterial dodecins have increased affinities towards flavins to fulfil the 

tight binding requirement.  

Surprisingly under acidic conditions MtDod, ScDod and SdDod showed strongly increased 

affinity to FMN and FAD, which would make a storage function at low pH possible 

(Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] and Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53]). Under acidic conditions the affinity 

of MtDod to FMN even surpasses the affinity of HsDod to RbF, while ScDod and SdDod turn 

into mediocre to strong FMN binders compared to no measurable binding at pH 7.5 and room 

temperature (see Table 1). For TtDod, HhDod and HsDod no data for the effect of lower pH is 

available, but because of the high structural similarity of the bacterial dodecin binding pocket, 

it seems plausible that FMN and FAD binding of TtDod is also affected by a lower pH. It was 

shown that RbF binding of MtDod is not substantiality affected by lower pH, indicating that 

the increased affinity is likely related to the phosphate group of FMN or the diphosphate group 
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of FAD, but the molecular principle behind this phenomena was not found.(Bourdeaux et al. 

2018[55]) 

The biological relevance of the pH depending affinity of MtDod seems on the first view 

plausible, since M. tuberculosis encounters acidic conditions in the phagolysosome and the 

granuloma,[91,94,261,262] but it was shown that M. tuberculosis can maintain its cellular pH even 

when facing external pH-values of 4.5 or inside activated macrophages.[263,264] Still, under 

certain conditions, dormant M. tuberculosis can lose its acid-fast character,[85,94–96,265] which 

indicates a compromised protection against acidity, possibly caused by an altered/weakened 

cell wall. In such a case, MtDod would be a stronger FMN and FAD binder and the storage 

function would be more dominant, but there is no data that shows a lower cytosolic pH. The 

relation of MtDod’s function and acidity is also indicated by the slight upregulation of MtDod 

under acidic conditions (higher MtDod counts compared to standard conditions: 1.85-fold at 

pH 6.5 and 1.83-fold at pH 5.5).[266] 

The increased affinity of ScDod and SdDod to FMN and FAD under acidic conditions could 

be related to sporulation, since it was shown for some Streptomyces species and Bacillus 

species that their spores (here comparable to dormant cells) are slightly acidic.[267–270] This 

would make ScDod and SdDod FMN and FAD storage devices for spores and could be 

beneficial for germination (reactivation from a dormant/low activity state). 

Since H. halophila lives like H. salinarum in saline to hypersaline lakes, although more alkaline 

ones (soda lakes), and season depending blooms were reported,[271] a similar storage function 

as HsDod would be plausible for HhDod, but its low affinities make flavin storage questionable 

and so far no conditions are known which enhance its affinity.  

While for MtDod, ScDod and SdDod acidic dependent affinities could be correlated to specific 

stages in their life cycles, this is likely not the case for all dodecins and their respective species. 

A more general factor, which increases the binding affinity is low temperature and therefore 

some dodecins could be flavin storages for low temperature phases. For organisms that have to 

endure/tolerate temperature fluctuations, like soil bacteria, such a function might be plausible. 

The general temperature dependency of ligand binding can be described with the van 't Hoff 

equation (Equation (4), adapted for KD; T: absolute temperature. ∆H⊖: standard enthalpy 

change. R: gas constant), dodecins will bind flavins with higher affinities at lower temperatures 

(see Chapter 5.1.3).  
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A simple example where such a storage system could be beneficial, would be the day and night 

cycle. During the day increased temperature cause higher cellular activity and no notable flavin 

binding by dodecins, while at the night, decreased temperatures lower cellular activity and 

cause dodecins to bind flavins. While this assumption seems plausible, since it fits in the same 

area as storage for other low activity phases, there is no data to backup this hypothesis. 

 

Concluding the role of bacterial dodecins as flavin storages 

While the storage or rather tight binding of flavins seems not to be the dominant role of 

bacterial dodecins under normal physiological conditions (pH 7.4), since the affinities here are 

more or less mediocre, it seems that under certain conditions tight binding of flavins is 

facilitated and therefore a storage function might be possible. For MtDod, ScDod and SdDod 

this condition seems to be acidity, which correlates with events in their life cycle. MtDod 

encounters acidic environments and goes into a dormant state, in which a flavin storage would 

be beneficial, as it allows to utilize those flavins when it recovers from its dormancy. For ScDod 

and SdDod the lower pH found in their spores, would allow their dodecins to function as flavin 

storages for spores, which could be beneficial for germination and growth. While in these cases 

acidity dependent binding seems beneficial, it is not likely that this is true for all organisms 

with a dodecin encoding gene and flavin storage might therefore be more of an extra feature of 

some dodecins. 

 

5.1.3 How to Characterize Dodecins without the Single-step Model 

Dissociation Constants 

While the newly established two-step binding model describes the flavin binding in detail and 

therefore allows to gain insights into the biological role of dodecins, it is not suited to make 

easy comparisons between different dodecins. In the characterization with a single-step model, 

it is directly clear which ligand has the highest affinity simply by looking for the lowest 

dissociation constant. In contrast, with a two-step binding event both dissociation constants 

and the potential dodecin to flavin ratio needs to be considered to find out which ligand is 

preferred at the condition of interest. Of course there are also clear cases, if both dissociation 
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constants are lower than the affinity is higher, but for cases where only one dissociation 

constant is lower but the other is higher an easy answer is not possible 

(Dod:L1 KD_1 < Dod:L2 KD_1 and Dod:L1 KD_2 > Dod:L2 KD_2). Further the correct 

characterization of a two-step binding event requires higher experimental effort and 

computational resources than of a single-step binding event, which also makes it less practical. 

To avoid these problems, a method was designed  that does not require the inclusion of a 

binding model. Instead of determining any dissociation constants, the inflection point of the 

temperature dependent dissociation of the dodecin:flavin complex is used to compare affinities 

by Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55]. This method can be compared to the thermal shift assay (also 

called “Thermoflour”), where the inflection point (melting point) of protein melting curves at 

different conditions is compared.[272,273] The “ThermoFAD” method, which uses the release of 

bound FAD of flavoenzymes upon melting/denaturing to measure their stability,[274] is similar, 

except that in the dodecins release flavins without melting/denaturing. Similar to how melting 

points are employed for stability comparisons (the higher the melting point temperature, the 

more stable is the protein), the inflections points of the dodecin:flavin dissociation curve can 

be used to compare affinities. The higher the inflection point temperature, the higher is the 

affinity, or more precisely, the more stable is the dodecin:flavin complex (see van 't Hoff 

equation (Equation (4)) for KD temperature relation). The inflection point temperatures can be 

determined by using the first derivation (maximal slope) or by fitting the curves with a 

Boltzmann sigmoid equation (Equation (5); F(T): Fluorescence intensity at temperature T. 

Flowest: lowest fluorescence intensity (normally background). Fhighest: Highest fluorescence 

intensity (normally maximum of the curve). TInf.: Temperature of the inflection point). 

 
𝐹(𝑇) = 𝐹 +

𝐹 − 𝐹

1 + 𝑒
( )

 (5) 

 

This method can be used to measure many affinities in parallel at different conditions or for 

the parallel screening of multiple mutants (method was used to determine if in MtDod the 

histidine at position 4 (H4) is the origin for the acidic binding behaviour (Bourdeaux et al. 

2018[55])) without a lot of effort and allows a quantitative comparison of these obtained 

affinities (Table 3).  
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Table 3: Inflection point temperatures of MtDod, ScDod and SdDod at different pH-values. Above certain pH-
values was Flowest for ScDod and SdDod too high to allow comparison of the data with lower pH-value. Since the 
RbF binding to dodecin is not affected by lower pH-values or at least not noticeable, no binding to ScDod or 
SdDod observed. In all measurements, the concentration of the used dodecin:flavin complex was about 4 µM.  

Dodecin 

(reference) 

Inflection point temperature /°C 

RbF FMN FAD 

pH 5.0 pH 6.0 pH 7.0 pH 5.0 pH 6.0 pH 7.0 pH 5.0 pH 6.0 pH 7.0 

MtDod 

Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] 
36.2 36.5 34.0 74.3 69.0 55.7 52.6 45.4 31.2 

ScDod/ 

Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53] 
n.b. n.b. n.b. 55.6 53.8 39.3 38.6 26.0 - 

SdDod  

Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53] 
n.b. n.b. n.b. 53.0 54.7 39.1 35.6 22.9 - 

 

Binding “affinities” measured with the temperature dependent dissociation method are 

comparable to the dissociation constants shown in Table 1 (the same trends are observed). 

Acid dependent binding was confirmed, and the same preferred ligands were determined 

(MtDod: FMN, ScDod: FMN SdDod: FMN), showing that the method has the same potential 

to analyse the affinities of dodecins. It needs to be noted that the obtained inflection point 

temperature is not a constant like the dissociation constant and depends also on the used 

concentration during the measurement. So, for comparison of different data sets the method 

requires the same dodecin:flavin complex concentrations to be used in all experiments. 

 

5.2 Applications of dodecin 

In this chapter the benefits of bacterial dodecins as carriers/scaffolds or as un-/functionalized 

nanoparticles will be discussed. The dodecin dodecamer is referred to as a carrier or scaffold 

when it is utilized as a core for assemblies, but without any modifications, it is called a 

nanoparticle (ignoring its biological function). In general, all dodecins can be used as 

nanoparticles since they share the dodecin fold and thereby have the ability to form the dodecin 

typical dodecamer, but not all dodecins are suited for all applications. 

In the first subchapter the suitability of dodecins as nanoparticles will be discussed based on 

the example of HsDod, which was used by Nöll et al. 2018[237] to measure via diffusion-ordered 

NMR the ability of DNA hydrogels to trap guest particles/molecules. HsDod’s only role in this 

setup was to function as a diffusion probe, making it an ideal system to discuss the main 

features of a protein nanoparticle: stability and size conformity. With the stability measurement 
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methods created to study MtDod, ScDod and SdDod (Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] and Bourdeaux 

et al. 2019[53]) it could be shown that HsDod still was suitable for the diffusion measurements 

and sample preparation, although its high salt dependency showed that bacterial dodecins might 

be an better option.  

In the second subchapter it will be shown how MtDod can be used as a carrier protein with a 

focus on antibody (AB) production against selected epitopes of target proteins (Bourdeaux et 

al. 2020[236]) and its properties will be compared to other carrier proteins. That MtDod fulfils 

the basic needs of a carrier or scaffold protein was shown by producing diverse MtDod fusions 

constructs, highlighting that the dodecamer can tolerate a vast array of attachments. Since for 

biotechnological applications also production costs are an important factor, a simple 

purification protocol was established that allowed to easily purify high amounts of dodecamer. 

 

5.2.1 The Dodecin Nanoparticle a.k.a. Dodecamer 

A benefit of using proteins as nanoparticles or cores for scaffold-/carrier-designs is that their 

structure is defined and can be obtained by crystallography. So, each protein-nanoparticle has 

the same structure and thereby size and shape. While this seems trivial, size distribution and 

shape are important factors of nanoparticle production, since they affect how nanoparticles 

behave, e.g. the toxicity and distribution of PEG-coated gold nanoparticles in the body depends 

on its size.[275,276] The importance of size and shape distribution is even greater, when the 

particles are used as probes to study other objects, like in the here described case of measuring 

the ability of DNA hydrogels to capture particles (Nöll et al. 2018[237]). 

 

Linear building block DNA hydrogels 

While the publication of Nöll et al. 2018[237] mainly focuses on DNA hydrogels and the 

measurement method, here, the HsDod as a diffusion probe will be the centre of the discussion. 

Nevertheless, to understand the role of HsDod as a diffusion probe a short description of DNA 

hydrogels is given. The used DNA hydrogels were build up from linear DNA double strands 

with 5’-3’ complementary overlaps (sticky ends) on both sides.[277] These linear building blocks 

can form long linear bending structures that likely result in circular structures when both ends 

meet (nicks in the backbone increases the flexibility). The final DNA hydrogel is a 3-

dimensional network of interlocked and entangled DNA rings, of which the diameter depends 
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on the length of the used building blocks (or more precisely, the repeating units after 

hybridization).[277] With a repeating unit length of 45 bases (approx. 15 nm) the average 

diameter of the formed rings was about 15.7 ± 4.8 nm and the calculated mesh size of the 

hydrogel was about 15 nm.[277] Since mesh size is not the same as pore size in hydrogels, 

because large pores (compared to the pores formed by the regular gel matrix) can form through 

irregularities in the hydrogel, also methods need to be considered to judge the quality of the 

generated hydrogel, which was done by the diffusion of HsDod entrapped in the hydrogel in 

this case.[237] 

In a hydrogel with a mesh size below the size of the entrapped particles and no larger pores, 

the diffusion of the entrapped particle is greatly reduced, while with large pores or larger mesh 

sizes the particle can diffuse rather freely. In Nöll et al. 2018[237], three different types of DNA 

hydrogels were studied this way, two hydrogels based on approx. 15 nm repeating units 

(45 bases and 46 bases, the latter contains a single unpaired base (higher flexibility)) and one 

hydrogel based on approx. 5 nm repeating units (16 bases, containing single unpaired base). 

Assuming that the mesh size depends only on the repeating unit length, the mesh size for the 

hydrogel with the 5 nm repeating unit should be in the range of 5-6 nm. Therefore, the three 

tested hydrogels should have twice about 15 nm (15 nm repeating units) and once about 6 nm 

meshes (5 nm repeating units). 

 

The particle size of dodecins is defined by its structure 

Based on the crystal structure of HsDod (PDB ID: 2CCB), the maximal diameter of the 

dodecamer is about 7 nm, but the diameter slightly varies depending on how the distance is 

measured: Maximal Cα-Cα distance is 6.8 nm, while the maximal distance including side 

chains is 7.5 nm. Because of the high symmetry HsDod can be seen as a sphere-like structure 

with the radius of about 3.5 nm or programs like HullRad can be used to create a polyhedron 

based on the structure (which basically treats dodecins as a sphere; diameter 7.1 nm).[278] 
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Figure 25: HsDod dodecamer in different presentation styles. Left to right: cartoon, cartoon and polyhedron 
overlay, polyhedron and charged surface (red negative, blue positive). Polyhedron created by using HullRad 

based Pymol scripts.[278] 

This sphere-like structure of the dodecamer allows to ignore different orientations of the 

particle, and makes diffusion through a mesh only size dependent, although in this 

measurement the accuracy to observe such effects might not be sufficient.  

A problem here is that the crystal structure does not contain any structural data of the used His-

Tag (LEH6), which are present 12-times on the surface of the dodecamer. Since the His-Tag is 

presented on the surface, it is very likely that the tag influences diffusion. Due to the flexibility 

of the His-Tag, its contribution to diffusion it is not easy to calculate. As another factor, the 

calculations are based on the Stokes-Einstein equation (radius to diffusion coefficient relation), 

which was shown to produce too large radii or too fast diffusion coefficient, since it does not 

include the hydrodynamic drag (diffusion particles can increase the local viscosity and thereby 

diffuse slower).[279] Accordingly, the diffusion coefficients measured by Nöll et al.[237] via 

diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) NMR suggested a double particle size (about 16 nm 

diameter) for free HsDod than measurements based on the crystal structure would have 

suggested. Therefore, the actual measured diffusion constants are of limited value, but the 

relative change of diffusion is still a valid tool to analyse the entrapment in the DNA hydrogel. 

This already shows the value of dodecins as a particle since their core size is defined by the 

structure and due to their structure similarity all dodecins can be treated as about 7-8 nm 

particles.[1,13,14,52,53,7] HsDod was picked in this study since it does not bind to DNA (non-

specific binding),[280,281] likely because of the high density of negatively charged amino acid 

residues on the surface and the low pI (3.8 calculated with ExPASy-ProtParam[282]).[1] 
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High particle stability allows freedom for experimental design 

To measure the actual quality of the DNA hydrogel, it is important that the diffusion probe is 

present during the formation of the hydrogel, since the particle cannot enter the hydrogel 

afterwards if the mesh size is to narrow.[283] Because DNA hydrogels require hybridization of 

DNA strands for the formation, the solution containing the building blocks and HsDod needed 

to be heated up to 60 °C and then cooled down to form the HsDod containing DNA hydrogel 

(Nöll et al. 2018[237]). In the cases of the two larger building blocks, the diffusion of HsDod in 

the respective DNA hydrogels was unaltered, indicating that these gels do not contain any 

significant amount of small meshes blocking HsDod diffusion. It needs to be noted, that in 

theory also large pores, originating from gel irregularities, could cause this behaviour. For the 

DNA hydrogel formed with shorter building blocks, the diffusion coefficient of HsDod was 

reduced substantially, but not completely. Up to 35 °C the diffusion coefficient of trapped 

HsDod stayed relatively constant (about 0.15 × 10−10 m2/s), above 35 °C the diffusion 

coefficient increased and with 50 °C reached a value (0.41 × 10−10 m2/s) close to free HsDod 

diffusion (about 0.48 × 10−10 m2/s). One reason for a remaining slow diffusion of the trapped 

dodecin is the lower stability of the DNA hydrogel built with shorter building blocks, since the 

shorter sticky ends cause a temperature dependent dehybridization and rehybridization 

(basically no true gel). At high enough temperatures the DNA hydrogel fully falls apart and 

HsDod can diffuse freely. The actual results and the quality of the DNA hydrogel will not 

further be discussed here, since they are not related to dodecins. 

 

Dodecamer stability can be measured by flavin binding 

To measure the temperature dependent diffusion, the probe must also tolerate the evaluated 

temperatures during the measurement (here 50 °C). Arguable this is the biggest problem of 

protein nanoparticle, since they can be temperature-sensitive. In the case for dodecins, the 

stability can be measured via an assay, created and tested in the publications Bourdeaux et al. 

2018[55] and Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53], that measures the ability of dodecins to rebind flavins 

after a phase of heightened temperatures (heating phase). After each heat phase the sample is 

cooled down to 5 °C to allow to rebind flavin released from the binding pocket during the 

heating phase. Since only the assembled dodecamer contains the six binding pockets, it can be 

assumed that levels of not rebound flavins (measured by their fluorescence) directly correlate 

to the amount of denatured dodecamer/dodecin. After each heating and cooling phase (cycle), 
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the heating phase temperature is increased, while the cooling temperature is kept constant. This 

allows to obtain melting curves for dodecins, which can be used to analyse the dodecin stability 

under various conditions. Based on the temperature cycles, the assay was called thermocyclic 

fluorescence assay. The thermocyclic fluorescence assay was inspired by the “ThermoFAD” 

method (as the affinity measurement introduced in Chapter 5.1.3), which measures the stability 

of flavoenzymes via the increase in fluorescence upon release of FAD during 

melting/denaturing of the enzyme.[274] Since dodecins release flavins without melting, the 

cooling phase was included. With an assay adapted for HsDod (using RbF instead of FMN) it 

was shown that the thermostability of HsDod highly depends on the salt concentration in the 

buffer solution. While HsDod dodecin is still relatively stable at the used salt concentration 

(200 mM NaCl), a to 4 h prolonged heating phase assay (to measure long time stability during 

the whole diffusion measurement process) showed that after 4 h at 50 °C already about 9% of 

HsDod denatured and after 4 h at 60 °C about 39%. The dependency on high ion concentrations 

is likely based on the high number of acidic amino acid residues (16 negatively charged 

compared to 4 positively charge residues) to tolerate the high KCl concentrations (about 4 M 

depending on external salt concentration) in the cytosol of H. salinarum.[284–287] While HsDod 

was still acceptable for the diffusion measurements under these conditions, other dodecins 

might have been a better choice.  

 

Stability of bacterial dodecins  

Bacterial dodecins are in general highly stable proteins (Table 4), but archaeal dodecins require 

higher salt concentrations, because of their high number of negatively charged amino acid 

residues (Nöll et al. 2018[237]).  
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Table 4: Overview of the stability of bacterial dodecins. TcFA: Thermocyclic fluorescence assay; temperatures 
depicted at which a substantial increase of fluorescence was observed (knee of the curves), method is thereby not 
as precise as other methods and should be seen more as an estimate. For SDS-PAGE data SDS and pH-value of 
the sample preparation are given (heat treatment step), if no conditions were stated in the reference, Laemmli 
conditions are assumed (2% SDS, pH 6.8). Sample preparation was in general the same (95 °C, 5 min), no 
conditions were stated in ref. [14]. M: Monomer. D: Dodecamer (in ref. [14] called hexamer) DSC: Differential 
scanning calorimetry. CD: Circular dichroism. 

Dodecin Reference Method 

Condition 

(pH, NaCl, additives) 

(SDS content, pH) 

Transition 

temperature /  

Observed species 

MtDod 

Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] 

Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53] 

TcFA 

pH 5.0-7.5, 

300 mM NaCl 
> 95°C 

Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55] 
pH 4.0, 

300 mM NaCl 
87-89 °C 

Bourdeaux et al. 2020[236] 

PBS (pH 7.4) > 95°C 

pH 4.2, 

150 mM NaCl 
75-80 °C 

Bourdeaux et al. 2020[236] SDS-PAGE 

2.5% SDS, pH 6.8  Da (stable) 

3.3% SDS, pH <4.0  M (denatures) 

ref. [14] 

DSC 

pH 7.0, 

no salt, −FMN 
118 °C 

pH 7.0, 

no salt, +FMN 
123 °C 

SDS-PAGE 
not stated, likely 

(2% SDS, pH 6.8) 
D (stable) 

TtDod ref. [13] 

CD 
pH 8.0, 

no salt 
> 95°C 

SDS-PAGE 
4% SDS, likely 

pH 6.8 (not stated) 
D + M (stable) 

ScDod Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53] 

TcFA 
pH 5.0-7.5 

300 mM NaCl 
>95 °C 

SDS-PAGE 2% SDS, pH 6.8  D (stable) 

SdDod Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53] 

TcFA 
pH 5.0-7.5 

300 mM NaCl 
88-91 °C 

SDS-PAGE 2% SDS, pH 6.8 Mb (denatures) 

a: prolonging the heat treatment duration (30 min) appearance of weak monomer bands (MtDod with C-terminal fused peptides 
;Bourdeaux et al. 2020[236]) 
b: Excessive amounts of flavin stabilize SdDod and dodecamer is observable in SDS-PAGE 
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So far, all studied bacterial dodecins, except SdDod, are stable above 95 °C at pH 6.8-8.0 (even 

at low ion strength conditions, for MtDod not explicitly tested) and can tolerate 2-4% SDS 

depending on the dodecin. The lower stability of SdDod can be increased by introducing the 

mutation D10E, which strengthens the salt bridge to K62 (E10 and K62 are highly conserved 

in bacterial dodecins >90% (Bourdeaux et al. 2018[55])) (Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53]). The 

SdDod(D10E) mutant showed similar stabilities as the other dodecins (SDS-PAGE: only 

dodecamer; TcFA: >95 °C (Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53])). In line with the importance of this salt 

bridge for stability, the ScDod(K62A) mutant was substantially destabilized (SDS-PAGE: only 

monomer; TcFA: 51-52 °C (Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53])). Interestingly the SdDod(K62A) 

mutant was less affected (TcFA: 75-77 °C (Bourdeaux et al. 2019[53]), indicating that SdDod 

evolved to compensate the weakened salt bridge.  

The high stability of MtDod is also not or at least not substantially affected by modifications at 

its termini, shown by SDS-PAGE of diverse fusion constructs (ranging from peptides to full 

proteins like msfGFP; Bourdeaux et al. 2020[236]). For constructs with thermostable fusions, 

like peptides, this could also be shown with the TcFA (for most constructs fluorescence 

increase was observed at 75-80 °C), but thermolabile fusions affected the FMN rebinding, 

likely through their denaturing and aggregation while the dodecamer stayed intact (Bourdeaux 

et al. 2020[236]). For such constructs the MtDod dodecamer was still observable in SDS-PAGE 

(Bourdeaux et al. 2020[236]). For other dodecins the effect of fusions is not known, but it can 

be assumed, that they would behave similarly, since the termini are solvent exposed (based on 

their crystal structures, see Chapter 2.2.1 Figure 5 for all available structures). For HhDod no 

stability data is available, but based on the high similarity to other bacterial dodecins (see 

Figure 23) it can be assumed that it has a similar stability. A strong salt dependency of the 

thermal stability of HhDod seems unlikely, since it has a relatively balanced amount of acidic 

and basic amino acid residues (NAsp+NGlu = 9; NLys+NArg = 7). A reason for this could be that 

H. halophila does not require high cytosolic KCl concentrations and only uses them as 

osmoprotectant if needed, alternatively it uses betaine and glycine (in low potassium 

environments) as osmoprotectants.[288,289] 
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Concluding dodecin as nanoparticle  

Bacterial dodecins can be seen as spheres with a diameter of 7 nm, which tolerate acidic 

environments, solvents (e.g. about 40-50% DMSO, above MtDod can precipitate; Bourdeaux 

et al. 2020[236]) detergents (SDS) and heat (>95 °C). In addition to its core stability, the exposed 

termini on the dodecamer’s surface allow easy modification at the gene level to produce 

functionalized nanoparticles. Those modifications could likely also be used to increase the 

dodecamer’s particle size, although the spherical character will be affected (spiked/brambled 

sphere or even spherical cluster). Proteins that are comparable to dodecins are proteins of the 

ferritin superfamily (here considered: ferritin (24-mers) and DNA binding proteins from 

nutrient starved cells (Dps; 12-mers).[192] Similar to dodecin, these are oligomeric protein 

complexes that form a hollow sphere-like structure with cubic symmetry, but owing to their 

larger inner cavity they are rather treated as nanocages (Table 5).[192] Although encapsulins 

and virus capsid/hull proteins (forming VLPs) are technically nanoparticles (based on size 

definition), they will not be considered here, because the comparison to dodecin is less fitting 

(much higher oligomeric state and larger size) and they are also more seen as 

nanocages.[150,290,291]  

Table 5: Comparisons of ferritin, Dsp and dodecin nanoparticle/nanocages. Ferritin and Dsp data based on 
ref. [192]. MtDod data measured from the crystal structure of MtDod (PDB ID: 2YIZ)[51] and based on ref. [1] and 
ref. [51]. 

Protein type Oligomeric state 
Diameter 

outer/ inner 
Shape 

Ferritin 24-mer 12 nm / 8 nm hollow sphere 

Dps 12-mer 9 nm / 5 nm hollow sphere 

Dodecin 12-mer 7 nm / 2-3 nm hollow sphere 

 

The stability of ferritins and Dsp seems to vastly differ dependent on the source organisms, but 

in general they can be regarded as stable proteins and there are also highly stable ferritin/Dsp 

variants, e.g. the ferritin of Pyrococcus furiosus (PfFerritin; tolerates 120 °C about 1 h).[192,292–

294] Still based on a rough comparison dodecins seem to be overall, e.g. pH and SDS tolerance, 

more stable than Dps and ferritins.[192] Because of the smaller inner cavity of dodecins, their 

potential as nanocage is limited, but small compounds can be inserted, e.g. N-(2-ethyl-iodo-

acetamide)-dansyl was attached to a defolded MtDod(T59C) mutant and incorporated in the 
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dodecamer by refolding.[51] Overall, bacterial dodecins seem to be a contribution to the existing 

pool of available nanoparticles. 

 

5.2.2 The Dodecin of M. tuberculosis as a Carrier or Scaffold 

In this chapter the use of dodecins as carrier or scaffold will be discussed on the aspect of 

applicability based on the presented data by Bourdeaux et al. 2020[236]. The aspect of the 

stability of the dodecamer was discussed in the chapter above and will not be included here. 

Beforehand, the use of dodecin as scaffold in the regard to recruiting enzymes (enzyme hubs) 

was not studied by Bourdeaux et al. 2020[236] and therefore cannot be discussed here. While 

the data might suggest that dodecins could also be used as scaffolds to form enzyme hubs, only 

the use of MtDod as antigen carrier was actually tested, and here dodecins will not be discussed 

beyond the role as a carrier. 

 

Production of MtDod carrier constructs: The highs and lows of solubility 

For MtDod as carrier two general options of attaching of the “cargo”, e.g. an antigen, or rather 

functionalizing of MtDod were tested by Bourdeaux et al. 2020[236]: 1.) producing the carrier 

directly with the cargo fused on gene level, here called direct charging. 2.) fusing attachment 

sites, like the SpyCatcher or SpyTag (small domain that binds and forms a covalent bond with 

its tag (small peptide)),[295,296] to dodecin on gene level to allow a later attachment of the cargo, 

here called post-production charging. For simplification, post-production refers to everything 

after the protein translation, e.g. by enzymes in the cytosol. While direct charging is preferable, 

since it does not require an extra charging step for production, it requires that MtDod and also 

the cargo can be produced as fusion proteins and it is limited to peptides and proteins as cargo. 

Therefore, the tolerance of MtDod for terminal fusions was tested by Bourdeaux et al. 2020[236]. 

By expressing diverse MtDod (7.5 kDa) fusions constructs ranging from small peptides (12-29 

amino acids long; referred to as MtDod peptide constructs) to full proteins like msfGFP[297] 

(msfGFP: 26.3 kDa; MtDod msfGFP construct: 36.4kDa), it was shown that MtDod tolerates 

even about 4-times larger attachments and assembles still to the dodecamer. In general, it did 

not make a notable difference, if the C-terminus, the N-terminus or both (two peptides fused to 

MtDod) were used for fusion and will not be further discussed here, but additional studies are 

needed to fully analyse possible effects. While the dodecamer assembly was not problematic, 
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a few constructs formed non-classical inclusion bodies (inclusion bodies with correctly folded 

protein, here the dodecamer),[298] as observed in the presence of dodecamers in SDS-PAGE 

and by the flavin-binding ability of the non-classical inclusion bodies (yellowish colour). 

Constructs forming non-classical inclusion bodies contained SpyCatcher[295,296] (C-terminal 

MtDod SpyCatcher fusion protein directly aggregated after French press), SYNZIPs[194] (SZ1 

or SZ3; about 40-50 amino acid long helices, moderate hydrophobicity), SeACP 

(Saccharopolyspora erythraea ACP, gene chlB2), or the peptide “ALMVYRCAPPRSSQF” 

(called Pep7, contains a cysteine) as fusions. While for MtDod fusion proteins containing 

SpyCatcher or SeACP misfolding of the respective fused domain/protein could be the reason 

for the aggregation, this explanation cannot be used for SYNZIPs (simple helix) and Pep7 

(unstructured). The SpyCatcher domain should fold normally in E. coli, since it is functional 

in the cytosol when fused to proteins.[299,300] MtDod SpyCatcher constructs were successfully 

refolded, but were aggregation prone, indicating solubility problems (sudden aggregation 

during concentration with ultra centrifugal filters and membrane filtration). The 

SpyCatcher:SpyTag complex was reported to be highly soluble (about 110 mg/ml (7 mM) in 

50 mM NaCl and 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0),[296] but the SpyCatcher-IMX313-SnoopCatcher 

fusion protein formed inclusion bodies and was refolded and stored in an alkaline and low ionic 

strength buffer (50 mM sodium borate, pH 9.5).[190] This could indicate that the SpyCatcher 

without SpyTag might have aggregation tendencies (although thermally stable)[190] and further 

buffer optimization (beyond the few tested conditions) might be needed to prevent the severe 

aggregation of MtDod SpyCatcher constructs. Low solubility and thereby aggregation would 

also explain the non-classical inclusion bodies of MtDod SYNZIP constructs, which were also 

obtained in soluble form by refolding and were aggregation prone afterwards. The MtDod 

SeACP construct was not obtainable in soluble form, which might indicate folding problems, 

but this was not further investigated. The formation of non-classical inclusion bodies of 

MtDod-Pep7 (contains a cysteine) might be caused by disulfide bond formation between 

different dodecamers forming insoluble clusters/aggregates or by low solubility, but the Pep7 

is only moderately hydrophobic. Since the cytosol of E. coli is reducing, disulfide bond 

formation during the expression is unlikely and therefore it seems more plausible that 

disulphide bonds were formed during cell lysis since the buffers contained no reducing agent 

(also higher flavin content, because of flavin sequestering might enhance disulfide bond 

formation).[301] In agreement with this theory, the MtDod Pep3 (ECYPNEKNSVNMDLD) 

construct was obtainable in soluble form although slowly formed aggregates, indicating that 
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the disulfide bond formation happened in vitro. For all other constructs, no low solubility was 

observed. 

For nearly all constructs, linkers based on proline, alanine and serine (PAS-linker, e.g. 

SPAAPAPASPAS; based on ref. [302]) were used, which are suggested to be rather rigid 

compared to glycine and serine based linkers.[303] While PAS-linkers are not hydrophobic they 

are far from hydrophilic and some of the solubility problems might be solved via rigid 

hydrophilic linkers.[303] 

 

Purification and yields 

For MtDod peptide constructs yields of several 100 mg per litre expression culture (yield 

calculated since only a small fraction of the expression was purified; usually amounts of 20-

50 mg) were obtained by using a simple heat denaturation step (75 °C, 15 min; denatures most 

E. coli proteins, subsequently removed by centrifugation), an organic solvent (e.g. DMSO) 

precipitation protocol after cell lysis and a subsequent size exclusion chromatography (SEC) 

purification step. This purification strategy also removes enough endotoxins (30 ± 23 EU/mg 

of purified protein; EU: endotoxin unit) to be directly useable for immunisations in rabbits 

(above 5-10 EU/kg of rabbit per injection (in general 100 µg))[304,305] For MtDod constructs 

with fused proteins, this protocol was also usable by adapting the heat denaturation temperature 

(down to 55 °C, 15 min; depending on the thermal stability of the fused protein), but resulted 

in substantial aggregation (peak representing aggregates observable during SEC). For those 

constructs, affinity purification was the better option. With both methods similar high purity 

was obtained. For MtDod protein constructs, no yield was calculated, but obtained amounts 

were more than sufficient for all experiments. For the MtDod SpyCatcher and MtDod SYNZIP 

constructs only a few milligrams were purified, because of the aggregation problems. These 

protocols were not optimized since the yields were sufficient for the experiments. In general, 

MtDod fusion proteins can be obtained in high purity and high yield as long as the fused cargo 

does not cause aggregation. 

While the purification strategy for MtDod seems practical and the yields are quite high, also 

PfFerritin can be purified simply by incubation of E. coli cytosol (PfFerritin overexpressing 

cells) at 100 °C for 30 min, centrifugation (removal of denatured proteins) and buffer exchange 

by ultra centrifugation filters (100 kDa cut-off, which likely removes remaining impurities) 

with similar yields.[292] This protocol might be an time-saving alternative compared to the 
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protocol used for MtDod so far, as it does not rely on a SEC step, which would make the MtDod 

production also even more accessible, as only a centrifuge would be required. 

 

Accessibility on the dodecamer surface 

For post-production charging, the accessibility of the attachment sites at the surface of the 

MtDod dodecamer is critical for the degree of charging. The accessibility of attachments sites 

linked via PAS-linkers to the 12 (N- or C-terminus) or 24 (both) termini at the surface of the 

dodecamer were tested with two approaches: covalently attaching cargo proteins via the 

SpyTag-SpyCatcher system and/or SnoopTag-SnoopCatcher system (similar to SpyCatcher 

system)[306] and the labelling of Mus musculus ACP (MmACP, gene Fasn) with a 4'-

phosphopantetheine CoA fluorophore (ATTO-TEC dye: ATTO 488) by the 4'-

phosphopantetheine transferase from Bacillus subtilis (Sfp).  

The covalent attachment of cargo to MtDod by the Tag-Catcher systems was analysed via SDS-

PAGE (shift to higher masses). MtDod Tag constructs (single terminus (SpyTag) or both 

termini (SpyTag and SnoopTag)) reacted with excesses of cargo Catcher constructs (SeACP-

SpyCatcher (23.8 kDa), mClover3-SnoopCatcher[307] (41.3 kDa)) to a high degree: In none of 

the reactions, unreacted MtDod Tag construct was observable, but in the reactions with both 

cargo Catcher constructs, small amounts of single reaction product (only one of the two cargo 

constructs was attached) in addition to the double reaction product (both cargo constructs were 

attached) were found. 

The absence of unreacted MtDod Tag construct shows that the accessibility of tags on the 

surface is not hindered and freely available for the reaction. However, upon reaching a high 

degree of charging in the dual Tag constructs (nearly all Tags reacted), the increasing steric 

hindrance seems to slow down or even prevent the complete saturation. Because of the long 

reaction time of 20 h and the fast reaction speed of the Tag-Catcher reactions,[295,296,306] it seems 

more like a saturation limit by steric hindrance than just a slowdown of the reactions. 

Considering that a fully dual charged dodecamer (dual Tag MtDod: Monomer: 13.1 kDa; 

Dodecamer: 157.7 kDa) would reach a mass of 939.0 kDa, even a not fully complete saturation 

is impressive.  
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In the case of the MtDod SpyCatcher constructs (Monomer: 22.4 kDa; Dodecamer: 269.0 kDa), 

which is the preferred and in general used setup,[220,186,190] since normally the cargo is seen as 

less stable than the carrier and thereby should be only modified with the SpyTag (or SnoopTag 

if both Catchers are used), the reaction with SpyTag-SeACP (14.0 kDa) was less successful. 

While overall the reaction worked, clearly visible bands for the unreacted carrier were 

observable. As this cannot be caused by steric hindrance, since only twelve attachments sites 

were used (compared to the 24 above), it is more likely that the aggregation problems of the 

MtDod SpyCatcher construct caused this result. In comparison the SpyCatcher-IMX313-

SnoopCatcher, which forms heptamers, was reported to be fully saturated without 

problems.[190] This shows clearly that the MtDod/SpyCatcher constructs and their production 

needs to be further optimized to be comparable to the SpyCatcher-IMX313-SnoopCatcher.[190] 

In the case of labelling MmACP fused to MtDod with Sfp, measured by in-gel fluorescence of 

the attached fluorophore, only a degree of labelling of 34% was obtainable (assuming 100% 

degree of labelling of free MmACP as a reference). The reason for this low degree of labelling 

is likely caused by the lower accessibility of the MmACP fused to MtDod compared to free 

MmACP, which slows down the reaction. Surprisingly, prolonging the reaction time from 1 h 

to 2 h did only slightly increase the fluorescence intensity of MmACP fused to MtDod 

representing bands (about 19%, degree of labelling was not determined, but the increase would 

translate to maximal about 41% degree of labelling). The reason for this low degree of labelling 

is not clear. The MtDod MmACP constructs were purified by heat denaturation (untagged 

construct) or Ni-chelating chromatography (His-tagged construct) and both constructs 

delivered similar results in CoA labelling (His-Tag variant: 36% ± 8%; tag-less variant: 

31% ± 8%). It might be possible that MtDod bound the CoA fluorophore and thereby lowered 

the amount of available CoA fluorophores for the reaction (CoA fluorophore was used 

equimolar and not in excess), but that the CoA fluorophore could fit in the flavin binding pocket 

(ATTO 488 moiety) or the CoA binding site (CoA moiety) seems unlikely but not impossible. 

The addition of MtDod to the reaction of free MmACP was not tested and so the reason for the 

low degree of labelling remains unclear.  

Overall, peptides and proteins fused to the termini of MtDod are accessible. In case all 24 

termini are supposed to be charged, longer linker might be necessary to reduce the cargo density 

and thereby preventing steric hindrance at high levels of charging.  
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Heterododecamer or chimera dodecamer 

The observed low solubility of some MtDod fusion constructs (e.g. MtDod SpyCatcher) and 

the desire to use more than two different attachment sites per dodecamer, gave birth to the idea 

of generating heterododecamers. Accordingly, heterododecamers should be produced by 

letting differently modified MtDod monomers (including unmodified monomers) jointly 

assemble to the dodecamer, yielding a mixture of different heterododecamer species. The 

formation of heterododecamers was tested with the jointly refolding of MtDod wild type 

(MtDod(WT)) monomers and MtDod monomers modified with a PAS-linker and a StrepII-Tag 

(MtDod-PAS-Strep), or the coexpression of both constructs. Because of the abnormal running 

behaviour of the MtDod dodecamer (far below its actual molecular weight, which lead to the 

idea that it runs as a hexamer)[14] in SDS-PAGE and the limited SDS binding to the PAS-

linker,[302] which results in a slower migration of the PAS-linker modified constructs in SDS-

PAGE, allowed to separate the different heterododecamer species by their MtDod-PAS-Strep 

content in SDS-PAGE experiments. Since the separation mainly depends on the PAS-linker 

content (increase of mass and particle size, also play a role) of the heterododecamer species 

bands representing all 13 possible composition-species (ratio of different monomer in the 

dodecamer) were observed. 

The position of PAS-Strep peptides did not seem to make a substantial difference in the 

migration behaviour. If it would do so, more than 13 bands should have appeared on the SDS-

PAGE gel, because then the actual number of species would be beyond 13. Interestingly, 

different to the Tris-Glycine SDS-PAGE (Laemmli)[308], in Tris-Tricine SDS-PAGE 

(Schägger)[309] only a single large blurred/smeared band was observable, which might indicate 

unresolved separation of species differing in the relative orientation of the PAS-Strep 

attachment. This is not caused by unstable migration of the dodecamer, since in Tris-Glycine 

SDS-PAGE MtDod homododecamers run as a sharp/normal band. 

By jointly refolding different concentration ratios of MtDod(WT) and MtDod-PAS-Strep it was 

shown that the assembly of heterododecamers is concentration controlled and the spectrum of 

heterododecamer species can be shifted by varying the portion of one of the components. The 

same effect was observed when coexpressing the respective genes using bicistronic and 

tricistronic expression vectors. By altering the gene order in the vector system, the pattern of 

heterododecamer species representing bands shifted, likely because of the gene order 

dependent expression strength/rate.[310] 
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The heterododecamer formation was only tested in this proof of concept approach and was not 

used for actually increasing the solubility or rather creating less aggregation prone dodecamers 

by thinning out the fused cargo on the surface. The ability to separate MtDod heterododecamer 

species by SDS-PAGE is interesting as it could be used as an easy tool to analyse the design 

dependent expression strength of polycistronic vector systems. For the formation of 

multifunctional (more than two) heterododecamers, this method can technically be used, but 

without controlling the actual species formation, this seems rather pointless as only a vast 

mixture of species with different orientations of attachments will be formed. 

The formation of hetero-assemblies (sometimes called chimeras) like the heterododecamer can 

also be done with ferritins,[150,192] and likely with all self-assembling protein structures, and is 

thereby not a special feature of dodecins, but the ability to separate them via SDS-PAGE makes 

them interesting as it could be used to purify the distinct species by, e.g., preparative SDS-

PAGE.  

 

Case study Antibody production 

To test MtDod as an actual antigen carrier for the production of custom ABs, 11 peptides were 

fused to MtDod with a PAS-linker (called MtDod-PAS-Pep constructs). The peptides were 

based on the sequence of different proteins (mostly human heat shock proteins (HSP) and the 

heat shock cognate 70 interacting protein (CHIP)) without any consideration of the properties 

of the resulting peptides, like solubility or cysteine content. Basically, the only reasoning for 

the selection of the peptides was to obtain ABs that recognize the selected peptide/epitope. The 

MtDod-PAS-Pep constructs (MtDod-PAS-Pep1 to MtDod-PAS-Pep11) were purified with the 

methods described above and for all constructs 20-50 mg of purified proteins were obtained, 

except of MtDod-Pep7, which was not purified because of inclusion body formation and 

therefore dropped from the study/experiment. All purified MtDod-PAS-Pep constructs were 

used to produce ABs in rabbits by Davids Biotechnologie GmbH, Germany. For the 

immunizations, the adjuvant MF59/AddaVax was used and five injections of 100 µg MtDod-

PAS-Pep construct over 63 days were conducted. The ABs were purified from the sera by 

affinity chromatography with the specific MtDod-PAS-Pep construct bound to the column 

matrix (by Davids Biotechnologie GmbH, Germany), thereby purifying all ABs which 

recognize the peptide itself and/or MtDod-PAS. The idea behind this was to remove undesired 

ABs, although it was likely not needed and can be done if interfering ABs are actually observed. 
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For all ten MtDod-PAS-Pep constructs, ABs were obtained recognizing at least the MtDod-

PAS-Pep construct. This indicates clearly that the MtDod-PAS carrier contains MHC II-

epitopes and fulfils the needed requirement for a carrier (required to activate helper T-cells to 

activate B-cells, see Chapter 2.4.5). Since an adjuvant was used, the potential of the MtDod-

PAS carrier to activate APCs (see Chapter 2.4.5) is not clear, but even if not doing so this does 

not hinder the use as carrier because adjuvants are anyway used typically for AB production. 

Eight of the ten MtDod-PAS-Pep construct derived ABs recognized the respective target 

proteins (origin of the peptide sequence) to some degree, which indicates that the MtDod-PAS 

presents the peptides in a way that the B-cell receptors can bind it (see Chapter 2.4.5). The two 

remaining MtDod-PAS-Pep construct derived ABs only recognized their respective MtDod-

PAS-Pep construct, but not the MtDod-PAS construct, which could be caused by ABs that only 

recognize epitopes containing parts of the PAS-linker and the peptide, but without further 

testing this is pure speculation. Nevertheless, in eight from ten cases, ABs were produced with 

the MtDod-PAS-Pep constructs that could recognize their target proteins showing the MtDod 

potential as an antigen carrier.  

 

The fact that MtDod-PAS-Pep construct derived ABs did not cause any systematic appearing 

false positive bands or backgrounds in lysates of HEK293 cells and that MtDod-PAS has no 

significant similarity with any human protein (no hits found with BLAST[311] under standard 

conditions), makes MtDod-PAS a carrier suited for production of ABs used for human sample 

analysis. 

 

Concluding MtDod as antigen carrier for AB production 

The small case study with ten selected antigens, shows that MtDod can be used as a carrier for 

AB production, but without in-depth analysis of these ABs, e.g., exact epitopes, affinities and 

serum concentrations, the “quality” of MtDod as a carrier for AB production cannot be judged.  

For the production of custom anti-peptide ABs, the main goal is mostly to just obtain target 

binding/recognizing ABs and since the broadly available route of crosslinking synthetic 

peptides to KLH, BSA or OVA (to a lesser extend MAPs) can generally accomplish this, there 

is not a big incentive to use alternative routes (method stayed basically the same since the early- 

to mid-1980s)[201,209,211]. This said, for laboratories focussing on studying ABs and their 
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generation, which are proficient in the basics of heterologous protein production (including 

construct design and cloning) and purification, the MtDod approach can be interesting, since it 

allows more freedom in the design (peptides and the carrier can be altered, other linkers or 

other dodecins could be used, e.g. ScDod).  

Dodecins might be most interesting in the field of peptide vaccine design/research, which 

comprises a vast spectrum of applications, like e.g. anti-cancer, anti-Alzheimer and anti-

pathogen vaccines.[198,312] Here, dodecins are likely a good addition to the pool of carriers: 

Ferritins (Dsp included, but are not explicitly mentioned in literature), VLPs and self-

assembling peptides.[218] So far, VLPs seem to be the most dominant type likely because of 

their good immunogenicity (size and structure facilitate APC uptake),[208,218,313] which might 

be the biggest hurdle for dodecins to overcome. 

In the end only time will tell, which carriers are superior or even if a single carrier type can be 

the general answer. 
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6 Summary 

6.1 Biological Function of Bacterial Dodecins 

In this thesis, the dodecins of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MtDod), Streptomyces coelicolor 

(ScDod) and Streptomyces davaonensis (SdDod) were studied. Kinetic measurements of the 

flavin binding of MtDod revealed that the dodecin binding pocket is filled in two distinct steps, 

for which a kinetic model then was established and verified by experimental data. The analysis 

with the two-step model showed that the unique binding pocket of dodecins allows them to 

bind excessive amounts of flavins, while at low flavin concentrations, flavin is released and 

only weakly bound. This function of flavin buffering prevents accumulation of free oxidised 

flavins and therefore helps to keep the redox balance of the cell and prevents potential cell 

damage caused by excessive free flavins. To further gain insights into the role of bacterial 

dodecins, the effect of knocking out the dodecin encoding gene in S. davaonensis was analysed. 

The knockout strain showed increased concentrations of various stress related metabolites, 

indicating that without dodecin the cellular balance is disrupted, which supports the role of 

dodecins as a flavin homeostasis factor. 

With a self-designed affinity measurement method based on the temperature dependent 

dissociation of the dodecin:flavin complex, which allowed parallel screening of multiple 

conditions, it was shown that MtDod, ScDod and SdDod have much higher affinities towards 

FMN and FAD under acidic conditions. Under these conditions, the three dodecins might 

function as a FMN storage. M. tuberculosis encounters multiple acidic environments during its 

infection cycle of humans and can adopt a state of dormancy. During recovery from the 

dormant state, a flavin storage might be beneficial. For some Streptomyces species it was 

reported that the formed spores are slightly acidic and therefore ScDod and SdDod could 

function as flavin storages for the spores. Further details on the flavin binding mechanism of 

MtDod were revealed by a mutagenesis study, identifying the importance of a histidine residue 

at the fourth position of the protein sequence for flavin binding, but contrary to expectations, 

this residue seems only to be partly involved in the pH related affinity shift. 

The data, reported in this thesis, demonstrates that bacterial dodecins likely function as flavin 

homeostasis factors, which allow overall higher flavin pools in the cell without disrupting the 

cellular balance. Further, the reported acid-dependent increase in binding affinity suggests that 

under certain conditions bacterial dodecins can also function as a flavin storage system. 
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6.2 Application of the Dodecin of M. tuberculosis 

In this thesis, the stability of MtDod, ScDod SdDod and HsDod was analysed to find a suitable 

dodecin for the use as a carrier/scaffold. Therefore, a method to easily measure the stability of 

dodecins was designed, which measures the ability of the dodecamer to rebind flavins after a 

heating phase with stepwise increasing temperatures. Using this assay and testing the stability 

against detergents by SDS PAGE, showed that the dodecamer of MtDod possesses an excellent 

stability against a vast array of conditions, like temperatures above 95 °C, low pH and about 

2% SDS. By solving the crystal structure of ScDod and SdDod, the latter forming a less stable 

dodecamer, combined with a mutagenesis study, the importance of a specific salt bridge for 

dodecamer stability was revealed and might be helpful to find further highly stable dodecins. 

In addition to the intrinsic high stability of the MtDod dodecamer, also the robustness of the 

fold was tested by creating diverse MtDod fusion constructs and producing them in Escherichia 

coli. Here it was shown that MtDod easily tolerates the attachment of proteins up to 4-times of 

its own size and that both termini can be modified without affecting the dodecamer noticeably. 

Further, it was shown that MtDod and many MtDod fusion constructs could be purified in high 

yields via a protocol based on the removal of E. coli proteins through heat denaturation and 

subsequent centrifugation. In a case study, by fusing diverse antigens from mostly human 

proteins to MtDod and using these constructs to produce antibodies in rabbits, it was 

demonstrated that MtDod is immunogenic and presents the attached antigens to the immune 

system.  

The here reported properties of MtDod and to a lesser degree of other bacterial dodecins, show 

that bacterial dodecins are a valuable addition to the pool of scaffold and carrier proteins and 

have great potential as antigen carriers. 
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7 Outlook 

7.1.1 Missing Proof of the Biological Role of Bacterial Dodecins 

While the role of bacterial dodecins to function as a flavin buffer seems plausible and all 

reported data is in line with this role, it is so far still only a hypothesis. For proofing that 

bacterial dodecins actually buffer the amount of free flavins in the cell, the ratio of non-dodecin 

bound flavins, dodecin bound flavins and free flavins in combination with the absolute flavin 

content and dodecin concentration would be needed. Obtaining this data might be quite 

difficult, since as soon as the cellular equilibrium is disturbed, for example by cell disruption, 

dodecins will start to bind or release flavins. Alternatively, a combination of transcriptomic or 

proteomic and metabolomic studies need to be conducted, which in detail analyse the effects 

of the knockout of the dodecin gene on the cell compared to the wildtype. This should be 

combined with studies of binding pocket mutants, which either don’t bind flavins or don’t bind 

CoA, to distinguish flavin or CoA related effects. To then relate those found effects to actually 

altered flavin homeostasis, the introduction of a flavin uptake system, like ribM from 

Corynebacterium glutamicum,[32] could be used to cause a “flavin shock” and then the cellular 

response can be compared to dodecins knockouts.  

 

7.1.2 The Dodecin of M. tuberculosis as a Drug Target? 

While the unique binding of flavin dimers by dodecins would likely allow to design specific 

binders by mimicking the flavin dimers, so far, the importance of MtDod during the infection 

is not known. If a MtDod gene knockout study would show that MtDod is important for the 

virulence of M. tuberculosis, which might be not too unlikely since the potential flavin 

sequestering protein Acg (Gene-ID: Rv2032) was shown to be important for the virulence of 

M. tuberculosis,[247–249] saturating the MtDod with a flavin dimer mimetic might help to treat 

TB. Even without MtDod being directly important for the virulence, disrupting the flavin 

buffering of MtDod might weaken M. tuberculosis bacilli and make them more susceptible for 

other drugs. An indication for this is the upregulation of the isocitrate lyase (Gene-ID: 

TTHA1836) in the TtDod gene disruption strain of T. thermophilus,[238] which is in M. 

tuberculosis related to the oxidative stress response and survival in macrophages.[258,259] Facing 

the global threat by TB and the gained understanding of dodecin, presented in this thesis, a 

research focus on disclosing the role of dodecin as drug target seems justified. 
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7.1.3 Bacterial Dodecins as Carriers and Scaffolds 

The here reported results show the great potential of bacterial dodecins as carriers or scaffolds. 

Because MtDod is easy to manufacture and immunogenic, it qualifies as an ideal candidate for 

new vaccine designs. The first aspect that needs to be tested, is how other animals and humans 

react on the administration of MtDod antigen conjugates. If MtDod does not cause any 

complications, it could directly be used as a carrier for peptide vaccines, which are not limited 

to the protection against infectious diseases and are currently developed to treat for example 

cancer and the Alzheimer diseases.[312,314] A problem of peptide vaccines is often the low 

immunogenicity or effeteness. Here, MtDod peptide fusions could be beneficial.[198,312] 

While the use as a carrier for vaccines is likely the most interesting application of bacterial 

dodecins, the high stability of the dodecamer and robustness of the fold also makes it interesting 

for basic research. The high tolerance of diverse conditions makes MtDod a versatile carrier, 

which can be included in most experimental setting without the need to adapt parameters. Also, 

it can easily be produced in E. coli without complicated protocols, which makes it accessible 

for laboratories that are not highly experienced in protein purification. Especially in the field 

of immunology, a universally used carrier would be beneficial, as so far, the different used 

carrier systems require careful evaluation of the acquired data, as effects caused by the various 

carriers might overshadow other aspects. 

. 
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8 Supplementary Information 

8.1 Antibodies and their Generation by the Body 

Additional information regarding the immune system with a focus on AB production. 

Information is based on ref. [202] and ref. [200]  and gives a short introduction into immunology. 

In general, these processes might be considered common knowledge. 

 

Description of ABs 

ABs are soluble immunoglobins (Ig) and part of the adaptive immune system. They are divided 

into several different isotypes/classes and subclasses with specific functions, while the basic 

function to bind foreign material is shared by all Igs.[315] In addition to ABs, Igs are also 

membrane bound mainly as receptors for B-cell activation and differentiation (called B-cell 

receptors (BCR)). The Ig superfamily includes many more receptor types, like T-cell receptors 

(TCR) and the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) proteins (here relevant classes MHC I 

and MHC II). The general structure of Igs is a homodimer of two complexes containing a heavy 

chain (HC) and a light chain (LC) (overall two HCs and two LCs). The complete Ig is divided 

into two regions the “Fragment, crystallizable” (Fc) and the “Fragment, antigen-binding” 

(Fab). Each Ig contains one Fc, which is only formed by the two HCs, and two identical Fabs 

(artificial bi-specific ABs can be produced)[316], which are formed by the LCs and HCs. In 

addition to building the base for dimerization of Igs, the Fc region is also recognized by Fc 

receptors and proteins of the complement system (part of the innate immune system) deciding 

the fate of bound antigens, like ingestion by phagocytes. The Fab region has two types of 

domains, a constant and a variable type, the variable domains contain the actual antigen binding 

site.[315] The Fc region contains two constant domains and no variable domains. The LC and 

the HC part of the Fab arm of an Ig each consists a variable domain (VLC and VHC) and a 

constant domain (CLC and CHC).[315] So, in principle to obtain ABs specific for a chosen antigen, 

the variable domains need to recognize parts of this antigen. How ABs are produced is briefly 

described in the next paragraph. 
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Production of ABs 

ABs are part of the adaptive immune system, which can be divided in to the humoral and 

cellular immunity. The humoral part of the immune system is responsible for the defence 

against extracellular foreign components and ABs are a major part of this system. In contrast, 

the cellular part of the immune system defends the body against pathogen-infected cells by 

apoptosis. While AB production is part of the humoral immune system and will be focussed 

on here, the cellular system is an important factor for vaccine design, where also carrier proteins 

can be used (e.g. conjugate vaccines).[197] The most important cells involved in the AB 

production are “professional” antigen presenting cells (APCs, macrophages and here most 

important dendritic cells (DC)), B-cells (B lymphocytes formed in the bone marrow from 

hematopoietic stem cells (HSC)) and helper T-cells (called TH cells or CD4+ cells, lymphocytes 

that developed in the thymus, their origin is also in the bone marrow from HSCs). For clarity 

and conciseness, the subtypes of the involved cells will not be discussed. B-cells or more 

specific the plasma cells in which B-cells differentiate, secrete ABs after maturation through 

antigen contact and often TH-cell involvement. The variable domain sequences of the later 

produced AB, are created during the B-cell formation in the bone marrow in a randomized 

process. Since this process is random, several selection steps are involved to prevent the 

production of ABs, which recognise parts of the body itself (the process will not be explained 

here). This means that even before any antigen contact was involved, the possibly later 

produced AB is already defined, but it needs to be noted that further optimisations in germinal 

centres to improve the antigen binding often occur. To ensure that only relevant ABs are 

produced, B-cells have a receptor (B-cell receptor; BCR), which is a membrane bound Ig with 

the exact variable domains as the ABs later produced by the B-cell (other involved proteins 

here ignored). Basically, only when an antigen binds to the BCR, the B-cell can undergo 

differentiation into a plasma cell and later produce ABs, but to fully differentiate also TH-cells 

and APCs need to be involved. For full differentiation into plasma cells the TCR of an activated 

TH cell needs to recognize the peptides bound to the MHC II proteins on the surface of B-cells. 

The peptides presented on the MHC II proteins are fragments of foreign proteins ingested and 

processed by APCs or B-cells (BCR mediated endocytosis). This process is called the MHC II 

pathway and is mainly for extracellular antigens, although through the cross-presenting of 

peptides of the MHC I pathway (cellular antigens, e.g. viruses) also fragments of internal 

antigens can be presented on MHC II proteins and vice versa. These fragments/peptides are 

called T-cell epitopes or also MHC-epitopes, whereas the specific site of the antigen, which is 
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recognized by the AB, is called B-cell epitope or just epitope (the BCR and the produced ABs 

recognize the same epitope). For clearance, the term T-cell epitopes refers to MHC I-epitopes 

and MHC II-epitopes, which have distinct effects/roles. Since for AB production MHC II-

epitopes are relevant MHC I-epitopes will not be discussed. Basically, an antigen can have 

several different B-cell epitopes, which can be linear (continuous sequences) or conformational 

(depend on the structure of the antigen and are not limited to continuous sequences). In contrast, 

since T-cell epitopes are fragments of processed proteins, they are continuous sequences 

(modifications endure the processing are still present). Similar to B-cell epitopes, 

proteins/antigens can also contain several T-cell epitopes. An important factor for BCR 

mediated endocytosis is BCR clustering (BCRs in the membrane migrate towards each other), 

which can be enhanced by multivalent antigens (antigen containing the same B-cell epitope 

multiple times, for example repetitive structures like virus hulls). Also, monovalent antigens 

cause BCR clustering.  

T-cells develop in the thymus and undergo similar processes like B-cells, their randomised 

binding region of the TCR is tested against MHC proteins loaded with and without non-foreign 

peptides (self-antigens) to prevent false activation, while ensuring basic functionality. It is 

estimated that over 95% of the developing T-cells are removed during this process. The 

matured T-cells (although still not activated) leave the thymus and enter the blood stream and 

lymphoid system. T-cells and B-cells are like APCs highly mobile and move through the whole 

body via the blood stream and the lymphoid system. In lymph nodes and other secondary 

lymphoid organs (e. g. the spleen), T-cells are exposed to MHC II-epitopes presented by APCs 

(also other signals are involved) and start to proliferate and differentiate into effector cells (here 

called activated TH-cells). In the special microenvironment of activated TH-cells and antigen 

presence, B-cells proliferate and differentiate into plasma cells (also other cell types, which 

will be ignored here) and start to secrete ABs. B-cells that bound an antigen via their BCR get 

partly activated, engulf the particle, present MHC II-epitopes and migrate into T-cell rich 

regions of the lymph nodes. While antigens can enter the lymph nodes directly APCs are 

important to activate the T-cells. This is an important factor for AB production since APCs 

need to get activated by signals similar to pathogen invasion (basically, APCs need to recognize 

something as foreign). General factors are size and solvent exposed structures of the 

particle/compound. An important role here plays a group of receptors that recognize pathogen-

associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), called pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). Here to 

mention are Toll-like receptors (TLRs) that recognize several diverse PAMPs, like bacterial 
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flagellin, double-stranded RNA of viruses or heat shock proteins (host and bacteria). 

Depending on what PRRs are activated, the APC (also other immune cells can be involved) 

produces different sets of signals (cytokines), which affect the development of T-cells 

(subclass/subset differentiation, e.g. TH1 or TH2). In addition to PAMPs, also signals that 

indicate damaged cells can attract APCs, which are called damage-associated molecular 

patterns (DAMPs). After “immature” APCs (especially DC fulfil this role) engulf a foreign 

particle, they activate/mature and migrate from the tissue via the blood stream or the lymph 

system into the lymph nodes. During this maturation they lose most of their antigen-capturing 

role and their ability to present antigens (T-cell epitopes) significantly increases. Only when 

all three cell types (APCs, T-cells and B-cells) are activated and interact with each other AB 

generation by the body is initiated. 
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9 Acronyms and Abbreviations 

Dodecins   

Dod Dodecin 

HhDod The dodecin of Halorhodospira halophila 

HsDod The dodecin of Halobacterium salinarum 

MtCaDod The dodecin of Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

MtDod The calcium-dodecin of Mycobacterium tuberculosis  

MtDod(WT)  Wild type of the dodecin of Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

ScDod The dodecin of Streptomyces coelicolor 

SdDod The dodecin of Streptomyces davaonensis 

TtDod The dodecin of Thermus thermophilus 

  

Strains  

E. coli Escherichia coli 

H. halophila Halorhodospira halophila 

H. salinarum Halobacterium salinarum 

M. tuberculosis Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

S. coelicolor Streptomyces coelicolor 

S. davaonensis  Streptomyces davaonensis 

S. meliloti Sinorhizobium meliloti 

T. thermophilus Thermus thermophilus 

  

General  

AB Antibody 

ACP Acyl carrier protein 

APC Antigen presenting cell 

B-cell Type of lymphocyte formed in the bone marrow, also called B lymphocyte 

BCG Bacillus Calmette-Guérin strain 

BCR B-cell receptor 

BSA Bovine serum albumin 

Catcher 
Small protein fold (SpyCatcher or SnoopCatcher) that binds and reacts 
with Tag 

CD Circular dichroism 

CHIP C-terminus of heat shock cognate 70 interacting 

CLC and CHC Constant domain light chain and heavy chain 

CoA Coenzyme A 

DAMP Damage-associated molecular patterns 

DC Dendritic cells 

DHFR-TS Dihydrofolate reductase thymidylate synthase adduct 

DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide 

DOSY Diffusion ordered spectroscopy 

Dps DNA binding protein from nutrient starved cells 

DSC Differential scanning calorimetry 

Fab “Fragment, antigen-binding” 

FAD Flavin adenine dinucleotide 
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FC “Fragment, crystallizable” 

FCA “Freund’s Complete Adjuvant” 

FMN Riboflavin-5′-phosphate, flavin mononucleotide 

GBD GTPase binding domain 

Gene-ID 
Identifier used for genes without a gene symbol or name, likely the locus 
tag 

GFP Green fluorescent protein 

GTP Guanosine triphosphate 

HC Heavy chain (antibody) 

His-TAG Polyhistidine peptide tag 

HIV/AIDS 
Human immunodeficiency virus infection and acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome 

HSP Heat shock protein 

Ig Immunoglobin 

ITC Isothermal titration calorimetry 

KD Dissociation constant 

KLH Keyhole limpet hemocyanin 

LC Light chain (antibody) 

LmF Lumiflavin 

LTBI Latent tuberculosis infection 

MAP Multiple antigen peptides 

MBS m-maleimidobenzoyl-N-hydroxysuccinimide 

MDH-CS malate dehydrogenase citrate synthase adduct 

MHC Major histocompatibility complex 

MHC I Major histocompatibility complex class I 

MHC II Major histocompatibility complex class II 

MmACP Mus musculus acyl carrier protein 

msfGFP Monomeric superfolder green fluorescent protein 

MTC Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex 

NEC Necrosis-associated extracellular cluster 

NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance 

OVA Chicken ovalbumin 

PAMPs Pathogen-associated molecular patterns 

PAS-linker Peptide linker containing proline, alanine and serine 

PDB ID Protein data bank identifier 

PDIM Phthiocerol-dimycocerosate 

PfFerritin Pyrococcus furiosus ferritin 

PRR Pattern recognition receptor 

RbF Riboflavin, vitamin B2 

RFN-element FMN binding riboswitch 

SAPN Self-assembled peptide nanoparticles 

SDS Sodium dodecyl sulfate 

SDS-PAGE Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

SeACP Saccharopolyspora erythraea acyl carrier protein 

SEC Size exclusion chromatography 

Sfp 4′-Phosphopantetheine transferase from Bacillus subtilis 

SZ SYNZIP domain 
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Tag 
Small peptide sequence that interacts with Catcher’s (SpyTag or 
SnoopTag) or affinity peptide tags 

TB Tuberculosis (diseases) 

T-cell Type of lymphocyte that develops in the thymus 

TcFA Thermocyclic fluorescence assay 

TCR T-cell receptors 

TH-cell Helper T-cell 

VLC and VHC Variable domain light chain and heavy chain 

VLP Virus-like particle 
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